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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This Final Technical Report provides a summary of the activities performed by the NHA in 
accordance with the Cooperative Agreement. Activities are broken down by task area, and 
include the following: 

Information Exchange within the NHA, which includes the two NHA newsletters, the NHA 
Advocate, and the H2 Digest, as well as directory information. 

Information Exchange within the Hydrogen Industry, which includes conference and meeting 
attendance, presentations of papers, and HTAP activities. 

Information Exchange with Other Critical Industries and the Public, which includes press 
conferences, and public awareness activities. 

Annual U.S. Hydrogen Meeting, NHA’s signature event. The 7th Annual U S .  Hydrogen 
Meeting was held April 2-4, 1996 in Alexandria, Virginia in conjunction with the U.S. DOE’S 
Hydrogen Technical Advisory Panel Meeting and the SAE’s  Fuel Cell TOPTEC.: 

Industry Perspective and Needs, which covers activities related to the Hydrogen 
Industrialization Plan. 

Codes and Standards, which includes workshop and workgroup activities, as well as other 
safety-related activities. The objective of the codes and standards activities is to establish expert 
working groups to develop industry consensus on safety issues, and develop compatible 
standards and formats, and product certification protocols. 



Information Exchange within the NHA 

NHA Advocate 

The new quarterly newsletter, the NHA Advocate, was developed, including the design, a 
production schedule, an editorial schedule, and distribution list. 

The objective of the newsletter is to help accelerate technology transfer within the hydrogen 
industry and with DOE by facilitating information exchange on hydrogen technologies and 
institutional and infrastructure issues critical to the commercial use of hydrogen as an energy 
source. Most of the recipients of the newsletter would not have obtained the information from 
other sources. Advocate newsletters were distributed in April, July, October, and January. One 
copy of each is included in Appendix A. 

H2 Digest 

A new, bolder look for the H2 Digest has been designed. The NHA has expanded the distribution 
of the H2 Digest by allowing our members to add up to three additional company associates to the 
Digest’s mailing list. Distribution has increased 45% to 152 copies and growing. The H2 Digest 
was expanded from eight to twelve pages to accommodate for the increased attention hydrogen 
received in the news. The November/December, JanuaryRebruary, MarcWApril, May/June, 
July/August, and September/October issues of the H2 Digest were edited, printed, and mailed to 
members, subscribers, and DOE officials. Sample copies are included in Appendix B. 

Information on hearings, government solicitations, and Congressional action on relevant bills and 
appropriations were gathered for the first of three issues of the Legislative Update which is 
included in every other issue of the H2 Digest. 

Distribution of the Advocate and H2 Digest was expanded to include all members of the 
Hydrogen Technical Advisory Panel. 

Directory Infomation 

As part of the NHA Membership Directory update, information was requested in an attempt to 
increase member participation and information exchange. Members were asked to give the 
names of up to five people within their organization to receive the H2 Digest, the new quarterly 
newsletter, and to participate on NHA committees. By expanding the participation of its 
members, the NHA hopes to keep more people informed about hydrogen activities as well as 
benefit from their expertise through participation on committees. In addition, information was 
requested on company homepages. We hyperlinked NHA member homepages with the NHA 
homepage. 
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Information Exchange within the Hydrogen Industry 

S. Leach attended the Hydrogen Outreach Coordination meeting Monday, November 13, 1995 in 
Golden, Colorado. This activity presented four tasks; Communications, Market Transformation, 
Education, and Awareness. Under the Cooperative Agreement, S. Leach has been asked to be 
the task leader for the Awareness task. 

The NHA submitted an abstract and paper to Hydrogen ’96-1 1 th World Hydrogen Energy 
Conference which was accepted for presentation. The paper, “Bridge to a Sustainable Hydrogen 
Energy Future: Reassessing the Transition,” was presented by Robert Mauro. A copy is included 
in Appendix C. 

The NHA staff distributed two NASA Technology Briefings on hydrogen fire imager 
technologies that it has developed to members of the NHA. NASA is seeking to identify industry 
partners to develop these technologies. 

S. Leach and R. Mauro attended the Hydrogen Technical Advisory Panel meeting on April 1-2, 
1996. Susan Leach attended the Hydrogen Technical Advisory Panel’s Demonstration 
Subcommittee Meeting. Draft Demonstration Briefs developed under the NREL subcontract 
with the meeting participants were distributed. She also briefed the group on the demonstration- 
commercialization project directed by S 1153. 

Ms. Leach and Mr. Mauro attended the DOE Working Group Meetings and the Hydrogen 
Program Review Meeting, in which Mr. Mauro was a reviewer, in Miami. Ms. Leach 
participated in the Utilization Working Group while Mr. Mauro participated in the Systems 
Analysis Working Group. A “Call for Papers” flyer for the 8th Annual U.S. Hydrogen Meeting 
was distributed. 

The NHA staff reviewed proposed NHA FY 1997 activities with Jon Hwwitch, DOE Hydrogen 
Program Outreach leader. Written plans were also submitted, and a status report of FY 1996 
activities was prepared and submitted for planning purposes. 

R. Mauro and S. Leach attended the HTAP meeting on October 15, 1996 in Denver, Colorado. 
In the public comments session, R. Mauro briefly outlined an alternative approach to systems 
analysis for the panel’s consideration. The NHA staff coordinated with members to provide 
copies of the newly signed Public Law, H.R. 4138, the Hydrogen Future Act, to attendees and 
distributed information about the Hydrogen Future Act. 



Information Exchange with Other Critical Industries and the Public 

The NHA participated in a press conference held November 15, 1995 at the National Press Club 
in Washington, D.C. to announce James Cannon’s new book, Harnessing Hydrogen: The Key to 
Sustainable Transportation. 

Susan Leach attended the Hydrogen Outreach Coordination meeting on January 18 at the NREL - 
DC offices, and presented the summaries of the NHA and Awareness activities, including the 
documentary (see below) and the museum project. 

The Executive Committee of the NHA Board of Directors endorsed and made a financial 
contribution to support production of a one-hour documentary entitled CLEAN ENERGY: The 
Promise of Hydrogen. A letter asking other NHA members to make contributions was sent out 
under the Chairman’s signature. The documentary, to be produced by Hydrogen 2000, Inc., is 
one of six public awareness activities being pursued by the DOE Hydrogen Outreach Committee. 

The NHA exhibited at the Renewable Energy Expo organized and hosted by the House 
Renewable Energy Caucus. Materials for the exhibit wall were designed and produced. 
The objective is to increase awareness about the potential of hydrogen among critical groups. 
Visitors to the NHA booth included DOE Assistant Secretary Christine Ervin, as well as many 
staffers from Congress. Dr. Robert Reeves was on hand to explain and demonstrate hydrogen 
and fuel cell technologies. The exhibit also featured a self- contained fuel cellhydrogen power 
system courtesy of Ball Aerospace that provided electricity to run a TVNCR. The exhibit 
attracted interest, and many attendees stopped and asked questions. 

As part of a screening of the hydrogen documentary, Element One, hosted by Congressman 
Robert Walker on July 31 at the Rayburn House Office Building, the NHA set up an exhibit 
booth and distributed NHA and member literature. Members literature featured information on 
available hydrogen technologies, such as hydrogen fueled buses, sensors, and electrolyzers. The 
exhibit was open to the public. 

Ms. Leach chaired Session 73: Hydrogen Energy Systems at the 3 1 st Intersociety Energy 
Conversion Engineering Conference. 

An article was written to clear up inaccuracies about hydrogen production and safety depicted in 
the newly released movie, Chain Reaction, and posted on the NHA web site. The article 
emphasized that while Chain Reaction takes creative license with science, the benefits of 
hydrogen as a nonpolluting, sustainable energy carrier are real. 

Susan Leach and Bob Mauro attended “The Future for Alternative Energy” meeting in Reno, 
Nevada in September 1996. Handout materials were prepared, including a “Call for Papers” for 
the Annual Meeting. Materials taken for distribution included DOE’S Hydrogen Program 
Overview, HTAP’s Green Report, and the Hydrogen Fuel Fact Sheet. 



Annual U.S. Hydrogen Meeting 

The Annual U.S. Hydrogen Meeting, NHA’s signature event, is recognized worldwide for its 
importance in bringing together a diverse group with a common interest in hydrogen energy 
technology. The objective is to promote the exchange of information relevant to the 
development of the commercial use of hydrogen as an energy source within the hydrogen 
community. Held each year in the Washington, DC area, the meeting draws high level hydrogen 
policy decision makers, hydrogen and fuel cell industry leaders, research institutions, academics, 
policy makers, and press from around the world. The meetings have been sponsored every year 
by the U.S. Department of Energy and NASA: other sponsors include DOTETA, SCAQMD, and 
EPRI. 

Three significant mailings were sent publicizing NHA’s 7th Annual US. Hydrogen Meeting: (1)  
a meeting announcement, “Save-A-Date,” designed and mailed to approximately 2,500 
companies and individuals; (2) requests for sponsorship for the NHNSAE cosponsored reception 
mailed to Sustaining, Industry, and Small Business members (26 members); and, (3) an 
exhibition announcement and registration mailed to approximately 570 potential exhibitors. 

The possibility of hosting the ISO-TC 197 plenary meeting and work groups meeting in 
conjunction with the Annual Meeting was discussed with Tapan Bose, ISO-TC 197 chairman. 

The 7th Annual U.S. Hydrogen Meeting was held April 2-4, 1996 in Alexandria, Virginia in 
conjunction with the U.S. DOE’S Hydrogen Technical Advisory Panel Meeting and the SAE’s 
Fuel Cell TOPTEC. There were 200 in attendance. The meeting featured 40 speakers covering 
four keynote addresses, four general sessions, and three concurrent sessions. Dr. Allen Hoffman, 
Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary, Office of Utility Technologies at DOE participated as a 
session chairman and panelist. Neil Rossmeissl presented DOE’S Vision for hydrogen, and Alan 
Lloyd presented HTAF” s recommendations. Several of the Hydrogen Program’ s research 
activities were represented as well, including Princeton, the Palm Desert Project, an NREL 
CRADA with DCH Technology. 

The 7th Annual US Hydrogen Meeting Proceedings were compiled and edited, and distributed to 
188 meeting attendees in August 1996. The proceedings are included in Appendix D. 

A “Call for Papers” flyer was designed to be distributed at the DOE Hydrogen Program Annual 
Review Meeting for the 8th Annual U.S. Hydrogen Meeting. 

Planning for the 8th Annual U.S. Hydrogen Meeting included developing a theme, reviewing 
abstracts, and developing a preliminary agenda. The call for papers was posted on the NHA Web 
Site. 



Industry Perspective and Needs 

The NHA staff and Board Members Sandy Thomas and Jay Laskin met with Dr. Russ Eaton and 
Neil Rossmeissl on November 28, 1995 at the NHA offices to discuss the industry perspective 
and needs for research, development, and demonstrations. 

The NHA planned a workshop to address the development of a Five-Year Hydrogen Technology 
Development Plan with the Board of Directors Executive Committee. 

A draft agenda was prepared for an Executive Committee Planning Meeting for the Industry Plan 
Workshop held in June. The agenda was sent to the Chairman of the Board for review and 
suggestions. 

The NHA Executive Committee and staff conducted a meeting June 6 - 7 to develop an 
approach, an agenda, and plans for the Industry Plan Workshop. An action item list delineating 
responsibilities and resources for materials for the plan was prepared and distributed. The 
meeting was hosted by Directed Technologies, Inc. 

Work began immediately on the action item list, which included the following: 1) a 
commercialization strawman, 2 )  a list of barriers to commercialization, 3) likely first markets, 
and 4) sources of hydrogen (merchant and by-product) or resources for inexpensive hydrogen 
production, including “cheap electricity” and readily available renewable resources. Draft 
documents were completed for presentation at a NHA meeting in Stuttgart. 

A meeting with NHA board and honorary members (including HTAP chairman Dr. Alan Lloyd 
and guest Nick Beck of Natural Resources Canada) was held at the Daimler-Benz headquarters in 
Stuttgart during a break at 1 1th World Hydrogen Energy Conference. Dr. Gerhard Isenberg gave 
a presentation on the recent reorganization at Daimler-Benz. Dr. Keith Prater, NHA Chairman of 
the Board, briefed the group on the work done by the Executive Committee on the Industry Plan 
activity. There was overall approval and buy-in of the direction being taken by the Executive 
Committee. 

Venki Raman, chairman of the subcommittee on NHA Support to DOE and Keith Prater, 
chairman of the Board, and NHA staff met with Allan Hoffman, Neil Rossmeissl, and Gary 
Burch of DOE to present the recommendations in the NHA white paper, National Hydrogen 
Association Input to the U.S. Department of Energy. Dr. Prater also briefed DOE on the Industry 
Plan activities that are underway. 

Mr. Mauro and Ms. Leach met with Eric Carlson and Christian Demeter of Antares Group to 
discuss GIs informational mapping needs to support research for the Industry Plan. 

Spreadsheets were developed for entry into GIs informational mapping system to support the 
Industry Plan; the maps being developed include: 

1. 
2. 

Renewable Energy Sites: Counties with biomass, wind, and PV sites 
Hydrogen Production Sites: Counties with merchant (liquid and gaseous)and by- 
product H, production. 



, 

3. 
4. 

5. 
6. 

Hydrogen Projects: Counties with H2 Projects 
Hydrogen Energy Enabling Regulations and Incentives: Counties that are air 
quality nonattainment areas and states with alternative fuel definitions, including 
those that specify H,, state incentives, and utility/private incentives. 
Renewable Energy and Hydrogen Production Sites: A combination of 1 and 2. 
Hydrogen Projects and Areas with Enabling Regulations and Incentives: A 
combination of 3 and 4. 

Eighteen members and four HTAP members attended, and addressed the three hydrogen 
applications in the Plan: hydrogen-powered vehicles, stationary utility fuel cells, and remote 
village renewable hydrogen storage with fuel cells to generate electricity at the Strategic 
Planning for the Hydrogen Economy: The Hydrogen Commercialization Plan Workshop on 
October 8-9, 1996 in Alexandria, Virginia. This plan is attached as Appendix E. 



Codes and Standards 

The objective of the codes and standards activities is to establish expert working groups to 
develop industry consensus on safety issues, and develop compatible standards and formats (e.g., 
the same couplings for dispensing the same form of fuel) and product certification protocols. 
The NHA has firmly established two working groups on standards for hydrogen fuel tanks and 
refueling stations, and is aggressively recruiting for experts for a working group on connectors. 
These experts from industry and research institutions are donating their time and knowledge to 
participate in this activity. 

The first workshop was held May 30-31, 1996 at the NHA offices. A proceedings was produced 
in late summer, and the second workshop was conducted in October. 

Task leaders of the working groups formed at the May Hydrogen Safety, Codes & Standards 
Workshop were contacted to plan next year’s codes and standards activities and workshops. 

A copy of the NGV standards was obtained for planning purposes. NGV standards were 
reviewed to determine which can be modified to be suitable for hydrogen applications. 

A preliminary agenda was drafted for the codes and standards workshop held on May 30-3 1. The 
draft was distributed to the NHA Executive Committee and other key hydrogen safety, codes, 
and standards experts for review. 

Materials and presentations from the Workshops were compiled to be included in the 
Proceedings. 

The NHA drafted a white paper on developing a codes and standards coalition as a basis for 
discussion and development of safety codes and standards reviews. Mr. Mauro held discussions 
with NHA Board members and Counsel for guidance on how to incorporate codes and standards 
activities into the NHA program. The draft was distributed to key participants for review. 

Mr. Mauro attended the meeting of Working Group 3 of ISO/TC 197 on June 27, 1996 in 
Stuttgart, Germany. This working group, convened by Addison Bain, reviewed the first working 
draft of ISO/WD 14687 on Hydrogen Fuel - Product Specification. 

Ms. Leach attended the 5th plenary meeting of ISO/TC 197 on June 28, 1996 in Stuttgart, 
Germany, and served on the drafting committee for the meeting. She announced the USA’s 
intention to formally propose three new work items related to the use of gaseous hydrogen: fuel 
tanks, fueling stations, and connectors. The technical committee agreed to establish these new 
working groups upon approval of the work items. Project leaders will be confirmed at the same 
time the proposals are forwarded to the technical committee for voting. 



The Hydrogen Safety Coalition white paper was drafted, edited, and prepared for review by Bill 
Summers, WSRC; Jim Ohi, NREL; Bill Hoagland, WHA and NREL consultant; and Kevin 
Knudsen, ETEC. 

Bob Mauro contacted IS0 to discuss submitting procedures for submitting new work proposals 
for Hydrogen Containers, Connectors, and Service Stations. The IS0 proposal is included in 
Appendix F. 

The NHA conducted its fourth Safety, Codes and Standards Workshop on October 10-1 1,1996 
in Alexandria, Virginia with 23 attendees, including HTAP member Robert Zalosh. The three 
work groups, WG1: Connectors, WG2: Containers, and WG3: Service Stations continued 
development of a draft standard (WG2 and WG3) or work plan (WG1). 

In addition to the work group meetings, there were five presentations: 
1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 
5. 

Support to Early Demonstration Projects: Manual of Recommended Practices, 
Bill Hoagland, William Hoagland & Associates 
Formulating Standards: ASME's Approach, Manuel Gutierrez, ASME Int '1. 
National Fire Codes: NFPA Codes, Standards, and Recommended Practices, Tony 
0 'Neil, NFPA 
Experiences in Hydrogen Safety, Mike Swain, University of Miami 
Observations from Invited ASME and NFPA Participants, Ray Art, ASME. 

The NHA staff edited and sent out for review an insurance questionnaire for hydrogen risks and 
liabilities to be distributed to NHA members. The responses will be used to devise an approach 
to engage the insurance industry in a dialogue about the potential market for a hydrogen systems 
business. 
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A Bridge to a Sustainable Hydrogen Energy Future: 
Reassessing The Transition 

National Hydrogen Association. Washington, DC 
Robert Mauro, Executive Vice President 

Jeffrey A. Serfass, President 
Susan Leach, Vice President 

Abstract 

At the World Hydrogen Energy Conference in 1992, several members of the United States 
hydrogen community authored a presentation titled, “A Bridge to a Sustainable Hydrogen 
Energy Future. ’’ This presentation outlined a “bridge ’’ or pamework for advancing from the 
current energy mix to a hydrogen energyfiitirre over the next 40 years, using natural gas, 
nanrral gas pipelines and biomass to effect the transition. 

The environment for a hydrogen trknsition has changed since that presentation and a 
reexamination of earlier assumptions about the framework is needed. Increasing attention to a 
wide range of environmental considerations, unanticipated progress in enabling technologies, 
and a clearer understanding of changing energy costs and infrastructure options warrant a 
reconsideration of the paths, costs, and timetable of the hydrogen bridge to the fiiture that was 
laid out in 1992. 

Recognizing the globalization of energy and technology markets and that the original 
bridge pamework is not appropriate for remote village and isolated grid environments, this 
reassessment also presents a second hydrogen bridge scenario, the Village Path. Finally, this 
paper examines liquid hydrogen as well as gaseous hydrogen, and considersfuel cell options 
and early niche markets in the United States with greater specificity. 

Background 

Concerns about the environment were initially raised in the 1960s with the popularization 
of Rachel Carson’s book The Silenr Spring and in 1970 with the Club of Rome study Limits to 
Growth performed by Forrester and Meadows. The later study emphasized the message that 
unfettered production, energy use, and resource exploitation were linked to increasing pollution 
levels and would lead to industrial collapse. The search began for a method of conceptualizing 
resource management and energy systems that will defer resource depletion as Iong as possible, 
decouple energy production from industrial output, and reduce pollution levels. 

In the early 1970s the notion of a hydrogen economy was popularized by Gregory in the 
U.S. and DeBeni and Marchetti in Europe. Their assertion was that hydrogen could be a major 
energy carrier that was compatible with, and complementary to, electricity. At that time, the 
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energy vision was of an increasingly electric future where electricity would be primarily 
produced by nuclear reactors until breeder reactors could be commercialized. Breeder reactors 
would produce more fuel than they consumed and that fuel would be used in light water reactors 
to produce electricity. Eventually fusion would replace all forms of fission reactors. 

It was commonly anticipated that as the nuclear industry grew, both fuel and power plants 
would become less expensive. The cheap electricity produced from these pIants could be used to 
produce hydrogen either through eIectrolysis or, in the case of high temperature gas reactors 
(HTGRs), as therrnochemically split water. Given the prospect of inexpensive nuclear power in 
the mid-term, it was easy to postulate a hydrogen economy in the Ion,- 0 term. 

Interest in a hydrogen economy waned in the iate 1970s as nuclear power costs increased 
and disappeared in the 1980s with the termination of nuclear options in many countries, 
including the United States. The foreclosure of the nuclear option undermined the argument that 
low-cost hydrogen could be obtained from nonfossil resources in the mid-term. The nuclear- 
based bridge to a hydrosen economy in the mid-2 1st Century collapsed. 

The Hydrogen Vision 

Since the 1970s, environmental concerns have continued to become more acute, 
especially with exploding population growth and rapid industrial development throughout the 
world. Issues of the environment also have become globally connected issues. Issues and 
concerns that were once only considered in a local or national context are now perceived as 
international issues. Intimationally common concerns about nuclear power plant accidents, 
atmospheric nuciear testing, acid rain, ozone depletion, and climate change all attest to the 
globalization of environmental issues. 

In many countries, increasing concerns about carbon dioxide, ozone, nitrogen oxides, 
volatile organic compounds, sulfur oxides, and many other emissions have led to more stringent 
regulations. Under the increased severity of environmental regulations and the greater scope of 
environmental probIems, the concept of a hydrogen energy system is very attractive. As an 
energy carrier, hydrogen is clean. In its purest form, hydrogen can be produced from water or 
bioniass and is completely recyclable back to water. 

At this time of increasing industrialization and population growth, the vision of 
sustainably produced hydrogen, driven by an inexhaustible clean energy source for the mid-2Ist 
Century, is more attractive than ever. But is there a way to bridge from our fossil fuel. nuclear, 
and electric present to a hydrogen electric future? Is there an affordable, acceptable, and sensible 
roIe for hydrogen that we should be developing over the next 25 to 50 years to prepare for a 
future hydrogen economy and, if so, what actions need to be undertaken? 
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Problems for Hydrogen 

Over time, expanding demand and constrained supply will make traditional fossil sources 
less abundant and more expensive than at present. Over the past 20 years, many environmental 
factors have moved much of the industrial world from a nuclear and fusion future for electricity, 
to one based on an increasing displacement of fossil fuels by renewables into the 21st Century. 
While electricity produced from renewables is very clean, electricity is not a universal energy 
carrier. Electricity cannot, for example, be used as aircraft fuel, for long-range road vehicles, or 
for manufacturing processes that require a hydrogen source. Long-term elecmc storage is 
prohibitively expensive. Hydrogen could provide storage capability for electricity, fuel aircraft 
and ground transportation, and be used in the production of ammonia, hydrocarbons, plastics, and 
other products. The challenge will be finding acceptable ways of storing, transporting, and 
utilizing renewably produced hydrogen. 

The problem for hydrogen is that the termination of the nuclear/fusion future forced what 
appeared to be the most direct and logical bridge to a hydrogen economy. Even with a renewable 
hydrogedelectric vision in place, there is no credible bridge to reach that vision. Throughout the 
world, practical schemes to utilize hydrogen on a wide scale will be difficult as long as fossil 
fuels are available and inexpensive. The transition to hydrogen would be difficult even if 
externalities as high as $B/MMBtu burden fossil fuels. 

A bridge strategy for hydrogen will only be effective if it relies on hydrogen’s unique 
capabilities rather than forcing hydrogen to compete with lower-cost, more convenient energy 
carriers that meet the same needs. In considering this statement, it should be pointed out that 
methane (natural gas) is also a renewable enersy form; it can be produced from waste products or 
gasified biomass, which will not disappear as an energy carrier when the last natural gas well is 
depleted. Natural gas may well have a lower price than hydrogen when produced renewably. To 
compete with natural gas, hydrogen may have to rely on its unique chemical and physical 
properties. 

EIements of a Bridge to Hydrogen 

An evaluation of how to structure a bridge strategy will begin by examining hydrogen 
markets as they exist currently and in the near-term. A review of current or potential hydrogen 
uses between now and 2030 that have, or could have, significant markets for hydrogen are: 

0 Fossil fuel feedstock 
0 Ammonia 
0 Methanol 
0 Fuel for power generation (most attractive option is biomass) 
0 Space heating 
0 Cooking 
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Fuel additive 
Aviation fuel 

0 Road vehicle fuel 

Five of the markets are clearly not suitable as elements in a bridge strategy. Hydrogen 
use in buIk production of inexpensive chemicals is not compatible with hydro, *en costs over 
SSNLWtu. Thus, hydrogen as a fossil fuel feedstock, for ammonia production, and methanol 
production are not likely starting points for a hydrogen bridge. For space heating and cooking 
applications, hydrogen in the near- and intermediate-term offers no advantage over alternatives 
currently used. The situation of power generation is different. Except in unique circumstances in 
the near-term, fuel for power production can be provided less expensively by fossil fuels. The 
exception is direct production of hydrogen from biomass. At some point, when intermittent 
renewables such as photovoltaics are extensively used or in a village power environment, 
hydrogen produced by electrolysis might be an attractive and necessary form of fuel storage for 
transportation and power supply. The remaining four hydrogen options have potential to become 
elements of a hydrogen bridge strategy: biomass produced hydrogen for electric power 
generation, hydrogen as a fuel additive, hydrogen as an aviation fuel, and hydrogen as a fuel for 
road vehicles. 

A hydrogen bridge strategy also must consider the status of hydrogen production, storage, 
and end use. A current review reveals that hydrogen is obtained primarily by processing fossil 
fuels (natural gas and oil) or recovered as a by-product from chemical and petroleum processing. 
Future production can be achieved through biomass gasification, by electrolysis with the 
electricity supplied by renewable sources, and eventually through various photobiological, 
photochemical, and thermochemical processes. Estimates for the cost of hydrogen production 
provided in Table 2 are based on the 1992 costs. These costs are still useful approximations of 
hydrogen costs today. Only the biomass production costs and target costs for photochemical and 
photobiological cycles appear attractive for hydrogen production. 

Pipelines are not a problem for transportation and storage of hydrogen, but storage 
technology must be improved. For long-range transport, storage densities must approach 10% by 
weight for hydrogen. This is achievable with liquid hydrogen storage. 

Utilization of hydrogen is a complicated issue. Three applications of interest are aircraft, 
ground transportation, and power generation. The major enabling technology for two of these 
options (ground transportation and power generation) is fuel cells. Current estimates are that 
early fuel cell production units will cost S2,000/kW. This is too expensive for widespread 
vehicle use by at least a factor of 10. The advantages of a fuel cell over a combustion turbine or 
other engine systems are the increased efficiency and reduced NO, emissions. The development 
of a fuel cell vehicle operating on hydrogen might evolve from an engine hydrogen system in 
which at some future point the engine would be replaced with a fuel cell. Advances in fuel cell 
technology now make that strategy unlikely. It appears that in the intermediate term fuel cells 
wiIl be technically competitive with hydrogen. 
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Potential Bridge: Centralized Hydrogen Production, Distribution, and Use 

One possible bridge scenario was developed in 1993 for achieving the goal of a hydrogen 
electric economy. It was not assumed that it would be the only bridge or the most probable 
bridge. It is presented now so that others can evaluate it and identify its weaknesses or modify 
and improve it. That bridge scenario is presented here in three steps: 

Step One (1995 - 2010) - Establish An Infrastructure 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Hydrogen gas is S6NMBtu and biomass is Sl2hlMBtu until futuristic sources 
are available. 
X desire to evolve rather than abandon the existing infrastructures drives this 
bridge. 
Environmental pressures are resulting in consideration of externality costs' for the 
use of fossil fuels realized in either higher costs or more regulation. 
The addition of small amounts of hydrogen to fossil fuels to SignificantIy reduce 
emission is recognized. 
Injection of smaI1 amounts of hydrogen (5%) into the natural gas pipeline reduces 
nitrogen oxide emissions by up to 50% and carbon dioxide emissions at the point 
of use by more than 5%. Virkally all end uses would have reduced emissions and 
increased efficiency and would cost less than $I/MMBtu. 
If the entire pipeline system of the United States were converted to hydrogen, then 
almost 10 million tons of hydrogen would be consumed annually based on Iower 
heating value. 

Step Two (2000-2030) - PIugging In 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

A pipeline infrastructure exists that can readily transport and store hydrogen. 
Existing extraction technology can separate and, if necessary, liquefy hydrogen on 
site. 
Select aviation applications are identified that will benefit from hydrogen in the 
intermediate term. 
The projected cost for liquid hydrogen for aircraft is $ 1 6 m  tu for natural gas 
and S2XvliMB tu for liquid hydrogen produced by biomass. 
As fuel ceIl costs are reduced, they begin to be incorporated into vehicles 
operating on hydrogen. 

' 

Step Three (2030-2050) - Evolving the Hydrogen Electric Economy 

0 

0 

Thirty years of experience with hydrogen in aviation, vehicles, and other 
applications has been obtained. 
Hypersonic aircraft using Iiquid hydrogen or slush hydrogen have been developed. 
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a Cost, security, and environmental problems have increased, thus lowering the use 
of fossil fuels. 

become available. 
a Affordable and efficient hydrogen storase and conversion technolo,’ Dies have 

0 Infrastructure evolves from natural gas-based pipelines to hydrogen pipelines. 
a Hydrogen becomes the fuel of choice for utilities when it is widely available 

and/or the cost of carbon-based fuels exceeds the cost of hydrogen. 

carbon dioxide will be less pervasive, reducing the cost and increasing the 
convenience of using hydrogen. 

a Separation of hydrogen for natural gas will be eliminated and sequestration of 

Significant changes in the aircraft and natural gas pipeline industries are assumed over the 
next generation for thls scenario to be realized. Ultimately, extensive hydrogen use depends 
upon hydrogen production cost under $lOMMBtu, storage densities approaching 10% by weight, 
and conversion technologies with greater than 50% efficiency and costing less than S200kW. 
The challenge is to structure programs carefully to provide the most sensible and affordable 
bridge by critically assessing the opportunities and only supporting those that have a chance of 
technical and economic success. 

Reassessing the Centralized Bridge 

Since this bridge was fist  proposed lli 1992, four major trends have emerged that are 
shaping today’s discussion of a hydrogen bridge. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

There is an increasing emphasis on climate change and the specific role of CO, in 
global warming. 
The acceptance of renewable energy, particularly photovoltaics for niche markets, 
has increased dramatically. 
Restructuring of the utility industry has allowed serious consideration of 
distributed generation and alternate energy delivery systems. 
The emphasis on zero-emission vehicles (ZEVs) and ultra-low-emission vehicles 
(ULEVs) in Southern California and a growing interest in other parts of the world 
has created a potential clean vehicle market for auto manufacturers. 

In addition to these trends, changes in PEM (Proton Exchange Membrane) fuel cell and liquid 
hydrogen technologies also have warranted a reconsideration of the original bridge strategy. 

PEM Fuel CeIl Option 
Improvements in the life and performance of PE,M fuel cells have occurred much faster 

than anticipated in 1992 and these improvements could inff uence the structure of the hydrosen 
bridge. It is anticipated that by the year 2000, a PEM fuel cell will demonstrate performance 
equal to or better than an internal combustion engine. On the other hand. new developments in 
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z maseous and metal hydride storage technolosjes have not allowed storage densities to approach 
10% by weight. This has led to increasing consideration. particularly in Europe, of liquid 
hydrogen as the principal form of hydrogen storage for vehicles. Lack of progress in magnetic 
refrigeration has deferred consideration of distributed hydrogen liquefaction. The net effect of 
these factors indicates a need to conceive a compiementary bridge that utilizes PEM fuel cells 
and that can be used to achieve the same hydrosen e n e r g  vision as the original bridge. 

Liquid Hydrogen Oution 
Today, merchant hydrogen is delivered as a liquid. The exceptions are delivery by 

hydrogen pipelines and over-the-fence delivery of hydrogen. No hydrogen gas transfers are inter- 
regional today. The ease with which hydrogen liquid can be turned into a gas allows for a 
scenario where all hydrogen applications that can be met by hydrogen gas also can be met by 
liquid hydrogen. The cost of liquid hydrogen is significantly greater than hydrogen gas. 
However, lower storage and distribution costs and higher storage densities for many applications 
of liquid hydrogen couId give it a more competitive cost, in units such as cost per mile, as 
compared to gaseous hydrogen; the converse is not true. For instance, new high-tech liquid 
hydrogen containers are anticipated to lower transportation costs by as much as 50%. 

If hydrogen is used in aircraft, storage voIume requires that hydrogen must be liquid. The 
International Standards Organization (ISO) is developing standards for storing and dispensing 
liquid hydrogen. ISO’s expectation is that liquid hydrogen will be the principal means of 
intercountry transfer of hydrogen. Two advantages of the liquid option are that it eliminates a 
basic storage issue (10% hydrogen storage by weight), and it is the prime method for the delivery 
of merchant hydrogen today. For indusuialized countries, liquid hydrogen is the default fuel for 
on-board storage since more than 10% of the storage system weight would be hydrogen. 

A liquid hydrogen option almost certainly requires, at least through the mid-term, a 
centralized option for hydrogen production since economic liquefaction p h t s  must be large. 
This probably means either a national electric grid with inexpensive power or steam reforming of 
large quantities of natural gas. Except in countries with extensive natural gas pipelines, liquid 
hydrogen may be the favored method of hydrogen distribution since it offers more flexibility. 
Until magnetic refrigeration becomes a reality, liquid hydrogen production is not an option for 
village power or isoIated Iocd energy systems. 

Considering a Global Hydrogen Vision 

Market and structural changes, coupled with an altered perception of the state of various 
critical hydrogen technologies, has led to the need to consider another hydrogen bridge scenario 
in addition to the one proposed in the original paper. To achieve a global hydrogen energy 
future, schemes for hydrogen energy production, distribution, and use must be developed for both 
electric grid-connected and nonsrid-connected environments. 
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The global appeal of hydrogen is that it has the potential to free most countries from the 
requirement to import large quantities of oil. The global markets for vehicles, aircraft, and 
electricity represent growth industries through the 2 1st Century. Estimates are that the number of 
vehicles worldwide could grow by a factor of 10 over the next century. Approximately 40% of 
the human race has no access to electricity and many of those who have access are served by 
electricity that is either unreliable or not available 24 hours per day. Such unfuIfilled demand 
makes it an imperative to develop cleaner methods of transportation and power production that 
will be globally applicable and that can reduce environmental degradation. 

Given the structural changes in electric utility markets, with their eventual globalization, 
and the existence of global vehicle and aircraft markets, the focus of a global hydrogen vision 
coincides with a shift to marketing products that could operate globally on hydrogen. Satisfying 
the demand for clean electricity, c m  and aircraft with hydrogen-fueled products will, in turn, 
drive the development of adequate hydrogen production and storage to support it. It has been 
recognized for more than a decade that automakers must make world cars and aerospace 
companies must design and sell aircraft globally. With the restructuring of the electric utility 
industry, utilities are forming subsidiaries that are looking beyond their home territories and 
countries, as well as signing worldwide agreements to provide energy to industrial and 
commercial clients. The major markets identified in the original paper are, or are in transition to, 
becoming global markets. 

Another Bridge - The Village Path 

The original bridge strategy only addressed the grid-connected environment. In many 
regions of the world, from Alaska to the tropics, potential electricity users cannot connect to a 
national electric bpid. There are many environmental, political, and economic reasons for 
wanting to provide electricity to remote villages and isolated grids and to consider hydrogen its 
the fuel for the electricity. 

In Alaska, for example, much electric generation is provided using petroleum to operate 
diesel generators and to provide home heating and fuel transportation. Fuel costs are very high, 
with electricity costs in some villages approaching 3 l/kWh. PoIlution from oil spills is also a 
major and continuing problem. In this harsh environment, fuel can only be provided during part 
of the year and fuel supplies must last through late fall, winter, and into spring. Renewable 
energy could be used to produce electricity and hydrogen year-round. Such an energy system 
could be more reliable and, once installed, not as expensive as the currentenerg system. This 
situation represents a potential early market in which to demonstrate sustainable energy systems. 

For energy systems that are isolated or are part of a local grid with locd hydrogen 
production and use, a gaseous hydrogen production and distribution option is most likely. 
Electricity can be generated from renewable sources other than biomass, but many renewabIe 
sources are intermittent and require storage which hydrogen can provide. In a vilIage 
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environment, without access to indigenous sources of fossil fuel, a renewably-based electric 
system would be necessary to support the production of hydrogen. An alternative strategy is to 
seasonally deliver hydrogen as petroIeum is now delivered and have the capacity to store 
hydrogen for 6 to 9 months. In other environments storage requirements might not be so severe, 
but for remote sites or severe climatic conditions, significant storage may be required. The 
development of the scenario for locally produced hydrogen would require gas storage, at least in 
the intermediate term. The steps for such a system would include: 

Step One (1995 - 2010) - Renewabie Electric Generation 

a Assess the renewable resources available and install the appropriate solar, wind, 
geothermal, biomass, hydroelectric, or other renewable system to generate 
electricity. 

electricity from intermittent sources. 

with a combustion turbine. 

motor boats, or ski mobiles. 

hydrogen. 

a Generate hydrogen through electrolysis using excess renewably generated 

a Demonstrate hydrogen production from biomass gasification and generate power 

a Use the hydrogen produced to operate vehicles; these may include autos, buses, 

8 Demonstrate electricity production from a stationary fuel cell operating on 

Step Two (2000 - 2030) - System Integration 

a ’ Demonstrate a complete village e n e r g  system that produces electricity directly 
and uses renewably produced hydrogen that is stored as a gas for supplemental 
electric production. 

cells, operate vehicles, and provide heating (space, water, and food). 

with C02 separated from the hydrogen. 

a Using stored hydrogen, produce electricity with combustion turbines and fuel 

a Develop and demonstrate a similar total energy system using biomass, perhaps 

Step Three (2020 - 2050) - Demonstration of Sustained Hydrogen Electric Systems 

a With more than 20 years of experience in developing and maturing total energy 
systems, standardize components and designs that allow all components to be 
“plug and play.” 

generation and various kinds of hydrogen production to be integrated with small- 
scale liquefaction technologies for more efficient storage and also to provide 
aircraft fuel. 

a Design and demonstrate systems which allow for renewable forms of electric 
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The economics for renewable technologies must be comparable in cost for performing the 
same function as the energy source that is being replaced. If photovoltaics are repiacing storage 
batteries costing $35/kWh in the Andes so that villagers can watch a World Cup Soccer match on 
teIevision, then photovoltaics or wind systems are economical. If a remote village has no power, 
then the price paid for renewables can be economical. even if it is a significant portion of a 
family’s available income, as is the case in remote Alaska. In the long term, advances in PV, 
wind, solar thermal, and biomass technologies and manufacturing techniques will allow the 
penetration of these technologies into virtually all energy markets. The largest factor in 
decreasing prices are increases in production capacities. The deployment of these technologies in 
remote locations supports the development of a bridge for a hydrogen vision. 

This “village path” strategy must be examined to assess whether it is practical and the 
details must be developed; however, any alternative to a renewable path is likely to add to 
environmental problems around the world as fossil fuel use increases with growing populations 
and intensified industrialization.. As nations are forced to greatly increase purchases and use of 
fossil fuel, especially petroleum, energy will continue to drain their economies. 

Conclusion 

This paper presents two different bridges to achieve the same energy vision: centralized 
production, distribution, and use of hydrogen; and dispersed production and use of hydrogen. In 
industrialized countries, the centralized approach favors the use of hydrogen gas in gas pipelines 
with centralized use at power plants and liquefaction at airports. Distributed use from centralized 
hydrogen production favors centralized liquefaction and distribution of the liquid to decentralized 
locations such as distributed generators, small airfields, and gas stations without the requirement 
of a hydrogen gas distribution system. Local production of hydrogen and village power favors 
the use of hydrogen gas for all non-aircraft needs. Aircraft hydrogen fuel needs would be met 
locally when some form of magnetic refrigeration is developed. Over the next decade. additional 
patterns of hydrogen development will emerge. 

It is clear that renewables are the key to sustained hydrogen development. The 
incremental addition of hydrogen production and storage to installed renewable technologies is 
likely to emerge as the path to energy independence for village power and a bridge to a hydrogen 
electric future. Fuel cells are the linchpin that connects renewable systems to meet electric 
production, space conditioning, and ground transportation needs. The use of local resources will 
be required to reduce pollution, foster economic stability, and provide Ion, -term access to an 
improved quality of life. Over the next decade, efforts should be made to demonstrate 
sustainable hydrogen systems in realistic environments, test their viability, and gain experience 
with their performance. 
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Possible 
Awlication 
Industry 

Fossil Fuel Processing 
Ammonia 
Methanol 
Glass 
Food 
Metals 
Polysilicon 
Drugs 

Electric Utility 
Fuel (Power Plant) 

Fuel Additive 
Corrosion Control 
Generator Cooling 

Biomass - derived H, 

Transportation 
Aviation 
Road Vehicles 
Fuel Additive 
Aerospace 

Buildings 
Heating 
Cooking 
Fuel Additive ’ 

TABLE I 
Possible Hydrogen Applications in the Intermediate (1 990-2030) Time Frame 

Alternative 
Today 

Potential 
Market Size (1) 
/1990-2030) 

Value of Hydrogen 

(1 990 $/MMBTU) 
1990-2030 

Captive H, 
None 
Captive H, 
None 
None 
Forming Glass 
None 
None 

Large 
Large 
Medium 
Small 
Small 
Small 
Small 
Small 

5 
5 
5 
>25 
>25 

>25 
>25 

10-25 

All energy sources 
All energy sources 
None 
None 
None 

Large 
Medium 
Medium 
Small 
Small 

5-18 (2) 
5-18 (2) 
10-25 
>25 
>25 

JP-X 
Gasoline, CNG, batteries 
None 
None 

NG, electricity 
NG, electricity 
None 

Large 
Large 
Medium 
Small 

Large 
Large 
Medium 

Notes: 
(1) Large is greater than 1 million tons per year; small is less than ten thousand tons per year. 
(2) $1 8/MMBTU assumes $9/MMBTU added for “environmental externalities.” 
(3) Capped by electricity from renewable sources. 
(4) Capped by $.lO/kWh electricity. 
(5) Capped by heat pump with $.lO/kWh electricity. 
(6) Capped by $.lO/kWh electricity. 

10-25 (liquid) 
9-18 (2) 
5-25 
15-25 (liquid) 

3-6 
3-6 
5-25 

Future Value (-2050) 
L1990 $/MMBtu) 

N/A 
? 
NIA 
>25 
>25 

>25 
>25 

10-25 

10-25 (liquid) 

NIA 
15-25 (liquid) 

15-30 (4) 
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Table 11: Hydrogen Production Costs 

Today 

Reforming Natural Gas 

Water Efectroiysis 

Partial Oxidation of Oil 

Coal Gasification 

Biomass Gasification 

I 1 I 1 

Future Date Available Cost (SMMBtu) 

Now 5 

Now 25 
Now 9 

Now 10 

Now 12 

W ind/Elec t ro lysis 1995-2000 30 

Photovoltaic/E!ectrolysis 1 2000 30-50 

Thermochemical >2030 30 

BiochemicaVP hotochemical >2030 Goal of 10 

Photoeiectrochemical >2030 Goal of 10 

Activated Carbon 

Table Ill:  Hydrogen Storage 

4-8 Inefficient, Cost Unknown 

I Technology I Percent By Weight Hydrogen I Comment 1 

Technology Date Available 

Photovoltaics Now 

Wind Now 

Biornass/Solar Stirling Engine . 2000 

1 Pressurized Gas @200 Atm* 1 1-5 

Estimated Cost (Installed) 

$3 to $7/watt 

$91 O/kW 

$2000 to $3000/kW 

I Low Densitv 1 
I Liquid in Aluminum Vessel 10-25 1 Emensbe, Inefficient 

1 Metal Hydride (FeTiH,) 1.4-4.0"' I Low Density, Inefficient 

Table IV: Renewable Electric Technologies 
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Strategic Planning for the Hydrogen Economy: 
The Hydrogen Commercialization Plan 

sustainable hydrogen energy industry - an energy system based upon the 

extensive use of hydrogen as an energy storage and transportation medium - must be 

established if an environmentally and economically sustainable world is to be left to our 

children and grandchildren. Few doubt that the hydrogen energy industry will eventually 

evolve. iMany debate the timing of such a development. Only by defining the nature of a 

future hydrogen energy system, by identifying the path to such a system, and by actively 

taking rhe first steps along that path will we, as a world society, achieve that goal in time to 

avoid serious environmental and economic disruptions. 

The National Hydrogen Association, in conjunction with the U.S. Department of 

Energy, is embarking upon the process of defining the path and beginning the journey. The 

NHA believes that this journey will only be successful by working together in an industry/ 

government partnership. Neither group can succeed alone. Both have unique strengths and 
weaknesses. 

Industry has the expertise and financial resources to bring new products to the 

marketplace. But industry must respect the bottom line and the demands of its stockholders 

to provide short-term return on investment. Industry cannot finance long-term societal 

goals such as clean air and reduced dependence on foreign oil. 

Conversely, governments are notoriously sluggish and inefhient whenever they 

attempt to force new technology on the marketplace; witness the synthetic fuels fiasco. But 

governments have the sole charter to ‘‘protect the commons” - in this case, the environ- 

ment - from the excesses of individuals or corporations pursuing cheir own economic self- 

interest. Government alone has the long-term staying power and rhe mission, acting on 

behalf of all citizens collectively, to develop and promote new technology and new policies 

that will achieve societal objectives. Working together, government can provide the seed 

money and regulatory environment to start the process, and indust? can provide the 

marketplace savvy and the large capital investment, once the hydrogen technology develop- 

ment comes within industrial planning horizon time scales. 
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Objectives of the Hydrogen Commercialization Plan 

T his hydrogen commercialization plan is one major tool needed to implement 

the National Hydrogen Association mission statement: 

... to foster the development of technologies and their utilization in industrial and 

commercial applications and promote the transition role of hydrogen in the energy 

field. 

The Hydrogen Commercialization Plan is a living document to be revised and 

expanded over the coming years as more and better information becomes available about 

new technologies and the growing market for hydrogen energy systems. 

The primary objective of the plan is to obtain commitments from both industry and 

government to begin implementing the hydrogen energy industry. Such joint commitment 

will require an economically and technically feasible roadmap on how to get from here to 

there. Industry must be convinced that it can eventually make a return on investments in 

hydrogen technotogy. Government must be convinced that its investments will leverage 

larger societal benefits in the form of reduced health costs, reduced oil imports, and im- 
proved international competitiveness over time. In short, the hydrogen commercialization 

plan must point to a credible benefidcost ratio for all participants. 
- 
It is our intention that this plan will be used to: 

identify unique niche market opportunities where hydrogen is economical now, 

or nearly so, with growth potential toward longer-term goals. 

I convince appropriate companies, both members and nonmembers of the NHA, 

to make investments in hydrogen development, demonstration, and commer- 

cialization projects, with industry paying an increasing share of the cosr as each 

technology approaches market viability. 

I convince government decision makers to provide steadily increasing support for 

hydrogen and fuel cell development programs in the near-term, with the 

realization that these technologies will eventually become economically viable 

on a broad scale without any government support. 
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I help guide hydrogen energy investment choices by government agencies in the 

industrialized world, including choices by the U.S. Department of Energy. 

I help convince other key players - such as state and local officials, building 

inspectors, the insurance industry, the investment industry, and the public at 

large - that the hydrogen energy industry is safe, economical, and sustainable. 

I encourage other companies and organizations to join the NHA. 

This commercialization plan begins by identifying the most likely early markets for 

hydrogen as an energy carrier, and sets realistic near-term and mid-term goals for selected 

market penetration. The plan outlines the incentives (see Appendix I) and the major barriers 

to achieving those goals, and recommends activities to capitalize on the incentives and 

overcome the market barriers. 

Opportunities for early market entry exist near hydrogen plants and by-product 

hydrogen sources. Infrastructure growth potential is most favorable where natural gas or off- 

peak electricity prices are low. The locations of existing renewable energy facilities point the 
way toward the future. This information is presented in the maps in Appendix 11. 

Appendix I11 contains brief summaries of a few specific markets for hydrogen 

energy. NHA members and other hydrogen advocates are encouraged to contribute addi- 
tional summaries and to approach these markets as teams with the ability to exploit them. 

The plan identifies specific action items to overcome each major barrier, with 

primary emphasis on near- and mid-term results, with the understanding that the transition 

from fossil-based fuels to sustainable, renewable hydrogen is the most difficult task. Taken 

together, these actions will provide a realistic transition path toward the Hydrogen energy 

industry. 
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The Market Sectors 

n a truly sustainable world, all energy will be carried by either hydrogen or 

electricity; carbon-based fuels will not be acceptable. Hydrogen will become especially 

important in those economic sectors in which storage or transportation of energy is required 

and electricity is less effective or more costly as an energy carrier. 

Transportation 

A municipal subway system may be powered economically with electricity from a 

fixed source delivered to the trains by wires or rails. But a personal automobile intended for 

a trip from Seattle, Washington, to Los Angeles, California, requires that a fuel be stored 

onboard the vehicle. Hydrogen will be that fuel in a sustainable world. 

Other terrestrial transportation requirements will also be logical markets for hydro- 

gen-fueled vehicles. These markets include trucks, buses, and, in some locations, trains. All 
water and air transportation activities \vi11 be fueled by hydrogen, since electricity from fixed 

sires is impractical and no foreseeable battery technology will suffice. 

Fixed Power Plants 

Hydrogen will also play a role in the generation of electricity at fixed power plants. 

In addition to the present use of hydrogen as a coolant for electrical turbines, hydrogen will 

become a fuel. In those remote locations without an electrical grid, electricity from solar, 

wind, tidal, and other renewable sources will be used increasingly in a sustainable world. 

These sources of electricity are often intermittent and require a storage component. Even 

relatively steady sources of electricity, such as hydropower, may benefit economically from 

an energy storage system to meet peak power requirements. Hydrogen produced from off- 

peak or surplus power can be used to store energy for delivery - as electricity - when 

needed. 
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Ultimately, hydrogen will be available to each residence and business through a 

pipeline infrastructure, analogous to the present natural gas pipeline network. Hydrogen 

will be used to supply electricity to each home and business by locally sited fuel cells which 

provide the electricity as well as space heating, with no air or water pollution, in a quiet 

unobtrusive manner compatible with our daily environment. Such a distributed generation 

system may eliminate the need for large, central power plants and provide electric utilities 

with increased flexibility in the design of their systems. Indeed, natural gas-powered station- 

ary fuel cells are already sold as environmentally clean distributed cogeneration power 

systems, serving as a test bed and precursor to future hydrogen-powered cogeneration 

sys tems. 

Industrial Applications 

While the transportation and fixed-site electricity markets are the most challenging 

and the highest profile areas for the growth of a hydrogen energy industry, many present and 

new industrial applications for hydrogen also will develop. Most industrial applications can 

be effectively served by electricity. Exceptions are those industries that produce low-cost 

hydrogen as by-products or those that already use hydrogen for other purposes. These 
industries may provide the initial sites for acceptance of transportation and fixed-site elec- 

tricity generation using hydrogen. 

While industrial applications must and will be pursued, it is important that these 
not distract from efforts to achieve the broader public use of hydrogen in transportation and 

fixed-site electricity generation, which is the primary focus of this NHA commercialization 

plan. 
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Hydrogen Commercialization Goals 

F or planning purposes, the National Hydrogen Association has set market 

penetration goals in the two primary market sectors identified above. These goals should be 

considered preliminary, and \Till be modified in response to new information, including new 

technological developments and further hydrogen systems analyses. While these goals may 

change, it is important to establish commonly shared benchmarks now, so that all partici- 

pants can focus and coordinate their efforts. 

Achieving these goals will require significant contributions and continued successful 

technoiogical developments in areas outside the scope of the U.S. Department of Energy's 

Hydrogen Energy Program, which is part of the Office of Utility Technology under the 

Assistant Secretary for Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy. Meeting the transportation 

goals listed below will require the successful development of either hybrid electric vehicles 
with hydrogen-fueled internal combustion engines or direct hydrogen fuel cell vehicles. ' In 

the United States, both the hybrid and the fuel cell for transportation programs are managed 

by the Office of Transportation Technology, separate from the Hydrogen Energy Program.' 

A viable hydrogen-fueled vehicle also will require improvements in other electric 

vehicle components such as electric motors, controllers, and peak power augmentation 

devices. And, most importantly, the transportation goals will only succeed if public accep- 

tance an2 demand for value-added products allows the automobile industry to put hydro- 

gen-fueled vehicles into mass production. Hence, the goals listed below are joint industry/ 

government goals. The NHA action items listed in subsequent sections of this plan, how- 

ever, will address primarily those areas where NHA and its members can make the greatest 

impact, such as in hydrogen fuel supply. We assume that other players will buy into these 

broader goals and jointly pursue these common goals. 

'Nonhybrid internal combustion engine vehicles operating on either neat hydrogen or mixtures of 
hydrogen and natural gas will play a role in early niche markets, since they offer the promise of lower 
emissions to help meet local air pollution goals. But withour the boost in efficiency and significantly 
reduced emissions offered by hybrid or fuel cell vehicles, it would be very difficult to compere wich 
other alternative fueled vehicles in the long run. 

'Although we refer frequently to the U.S. Department of Energy Hydrogen Program, the National 
Hydrogen Association includes many industrial members outside the United States; [he hydrogen 
energy industry will be an international development. Many of the DOE references apply to other 
government energy agencies throughout the industrialized world. 
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Similarly the fixed power plant goals assume continued development of stationary 

fusl cells, hydrogen storage, and fuel cell/grid interface hardware. And our common goal of 

renewable hydrogen energy depends strongly on reduced costs for photovoltaics, wind 

energy, solar thermal generators, and biomass energy farms. We assume here, however, that 

the limited funding available to the Hydrogen Energy Program could have very little impact 

on  reducing the costs of PV, for example. Diverting even a portion of a $14 million annual 

hydrogen program to assist a $90 million PV program or a $300 million solar energy 

program would not be appropriate. This plan, therefore, assumes that PV and other solar 

options will develop on their own time-scale, and the hydrogen program should concentrate 

strictly on hydrogen-related components of remote power systems, including electrolyzers, 

stationary hydrogen storage, and fuel cell systems. Renewable hydrogen energy will enter the 

marketplace when and where it is cost-effective compared to the other local forms of energy. 

With these caveats, the National Hydrogen Association recommends the following 

goals for the joint industqdgovernment hydrogen energy program. 

Transportation Goals 

Hvdropen Vehicle Demonstration Goal 

By 2000, establish at least three new hydrogen vehicle demonstration projects, 

including local hydrogen production by small-scale steam methane reforming or 
small-scale electrolysis, and dispensing to service at least 10 hydrogen-powered 
vehicles each. Vehicles may store gaseous or liquid hydrogen, and the fuel might 

include mixtures of hydrogen and natural gas. At least one demonstration project 

will produce hydrogen from a renewable resource (solar, \vind, or biomass) or from 

municipal solid waste. 

Hydropen Bus Goals 

1. By 2005, operate at least 100 hydrogen-powered buses on regularly scheduled 

routes. Cost goals include hydrogen-fueled ICE hybrid ot  fuel cell power train 

systems at less than $500/kW and dispensed hydrogen costing less than $4/kg 
($3.451 1,000 SCF) for bus refueling. 
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2. By 2010, 50 percent of all new buses shall be powered by hydrogen. Cost goals 

shall include hydrogen-fueled ICE hybrid power train or fuel cell production 

costs less than $S0/kW3 and delivered hydrogen costs of less than $3/kg ($7.09/ 
1000 SCF), made from natural gas at $4/MBTU ($4.05/1000 SCF) or from 

renewable resources, including municipal solid waste. 

Hvdrogen-Fueled Passenper Vehicle Goals 

1. By 2010, produce enough hydrogen to supply 50 percent of all new vehicles 

sold under the California Zero-Emission Vehicle (ZEV) program (including 

ocher opt-in states). on  the assumption that half of these vehicles will be hydro- 

gen-f~eled.~ 

2. By 2015, produce enough hydrogen to supply 25 percent of all new passenger 

vehicles. Cost goals include hydrogen-fueled ICE hybrid power train or vehicle 

fuel cell systems at less than $35/kW and delivered hydrogen at less than $2.50/ 

kg ($5.91/1000 SCF) from natural gas at $4/GJ ($4.05/1000 SCF). 

Fixed Power Plant Goals 

Grid-Connected Goals 
- 

1. By 2002, install at least 50 MW (cumulative) of hydrogen-powered5 fuel cell 
electricity for distributed, grid-connected power in the world. 

'All price goals are in constant 1996 U.S. dollars. 

+The primary alcernarive for the ZE\' marker is assumed to be the battery-powered electric vehicle, so 
chis goal assumes that hydrogen-fueled vehicles are competing only against batcery vehicles, giving the 
hydrogen-fueled vehicle great competitive advantage in terms of weight and range. Assuming that che 
California ZEV requiremencs resume in 2003, che total ZEV market could reach 15 percent of all new 
vehicles by 2010, including the original five opt-in scates. This hydrogen goal, [herefore, could reach 
7.5 percent of all new vehicle sales. For comparison, the current DOE Hydrogen Program goal states 
that 25 percent of all new vehicles be hydrogen-powered by 2010, which implies sales on the order of 
nvo million hydrogen-powered vehicle annually. 
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2. By 2015, 10 percent of all new electrical generation capacity shall be from 

hydrogen-powered fuel cell [cogeneration] systems. [Alternative: By 2005, 

hydrogen-powered fuel cells will supply 50 percent of new market ‘High 
Quality Power’ applications, replacing the need for onsite “emergency” genera- 

tors and UPS systems.] 

Remote Power Goals 

1. By 2005, establish at least two remote village power demonstration projects 

using intermittent renewable energy sources and hydrogen to store energy. Cost 

goal for the energy derived from hydrogen storage shall be less than the cost of 
battery storage for storage periods longer than four days. 

2. By 2015, install at least 5 MW of remote renewable power systems with hydro- 

gen storage. Cost goal for hydrogen energy shall be less than the cost of battery 

storage for storage periods longer than two days. [Should remote power systems 

have higher MW goal than grid-connected, since remote power can afford 
higher initial costs and may be a faster growing market in the developing 

world?] 

5The hydrogen for scat-ionary fuel cells will undoubtedly be derived onsitr from natural gas initially, 
leading some to quescion whecher such “natural gas sysrems” are appropriate for NHA and DOE 
hydrogen energy program support. However, chese fuel cell systems will help to develop low-cost, 
small-scale, sceam-mechane reformers that may be essential to providing inexpensive hydrogen for fuel 
cell vehicles. Stationary fuel cell developments also may advance the technology for cransportacion fuel 
cells. Both are worthy hydrogen energy objectives. 
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Market Incentives and Barriers 

T o accomplish these goals, we must capitalize on the incentives for hydrogen 

energy use and overcome the barriers to its use. 

Hydrogen Incentives 

Hydrogen has three main advantages relative to existing hydrocarbon fuels: 

1 No local air pollution [volatile organic compounds (VOC), carbon monoxide 

(CO), oxides of nitrogen (NO), and particulates under I O  microns (I’M-IO)]; 

I Reduced oil consumption; and 

I No greenhouse gas emissions (during use). 

Electricity also has these same three attributes, so the main incentive for using 

hydrogen over electricity occurs under two circumstances: when storage is important, such 

as in transportation or remote village applications, or when hydrogen can be made at lower 

cost than electricity, such as from biomass or municipal solid waste gasification. The key to 

any successful hydrogen plan, therefore, is to exploit these advantages of hydrogen, particu- 
larly in [Lose market segments that require energy storage or energy for transportation. 

Hydrogen Barriers 

Analyzing the barriers to hydrogen market entry can provide valuable insight into 

the most effective use of the NHA, industry, DOE, and other international resources to help 

jump-srart the hydrogen energy industry. By honestly identifying and analyzing the major 

roadblocks as seen by others, we can work to overcome the barriers. 

Market barriers may be different for various participants in the journey toward the 

hydrogen energy industry. For example, car owners, vehicle manufacturers, hydrogen gas 

producers, and government officials may have different perspectives and see market penetra- 

tion differently. Consumers mighr regard safety as the most important barrier, for example, 

while gas producers have learned to handle hydrogen safely and may consider the lack of 

hydrogen vehicles as the major barrier to increased use of hydrogen as an energy vector. 

Table 1 includes our judgment of how four major segments of society critical to the imple- 

mentation of the hydrogen energy industry might perceive hydrogen market barriers. 
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Table 1. Potential Hydrogen Barriers for the Transportation Market 

Car Owner Barriers 

Vehicle Industry Barriers 

Hydrogen Gas Industry Barriers 

Government Barriers 

Safetv/Confidence 

Lack of Pervasive Hydrogen Fueling Options 

cos t  

cos t  

Lack of Fueling Infrastructure 

Onboard Hydrogen Storage 

Return on Investment (compared to 
conventional vehicle investments) 

Large Investment Required 

Lack of Hydrogen Codes and Standards 

Safetv 

Lack of Hydrogen Vehicles 

Difficulty Obtaining Insurance 

Return on Investment (compared to other gas 
industry investments) 

Large Investment 

Geographically Dispersed Investments 

Long Payoff Time (dependent on vehicle 
penetration) 

Local Fire Marshall (regulations, codes, and 
standards for fueling stations) 

Safety 

Minimal Political Awareness, let alone 
Support 

Budget Constraints 

Lack of Consensus to Reduce Greenhouse 
Gases and Move toward a Sustainable Energy 
Economy 

For the transportation sector, considering all four interest groups summarized in 

Table 1, the most challenging barrier at this time may be the lack of a hydrogen infrastruc- 

ture. U.S. automobile companies, thanks to the cost-shared DOE fuel cell vehicle programs, 

are gaining confidence in the technology of PEM fuel cell powered passenger vehicles. 

HoLvever, they are deterred by the lack of a hydrogen-fueling infrastructure. General Motors 

and Daimler-Benz have announced their intention to use methanol in their early fuel cell 
vehicle designs.' The Chrysler and Ford he1 cell vehicle cost-shared contracts with DOE 
originally specified gaseous hydrogen onboard storage, but now Chrysler is considering 
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gasoline with an onboard fuel processor to avoid any new fuel infrastructure development, 

leaving Ford as the only major automobile manufacturer actively evaluating the direct 

hydrogen approach in the United States. In addition to Daimler-Benz, BMW has a long 

history developing liquid hydrogen onboard storage for use in conventional ICE vehicles, 

and they have recently announced plans for a passenger-size fuel cell vehicle using liquid 

hydrogen. Toyota has introduced a fuel cell vehicle and Mazda is working on a hydrogen 

rotary engine. 

The near-term choice of onboard fuel (hydrogen versus liquid hydrocarbons such as 

gasoline or alcohols) will be determined by the technical feasibility, the global climate change 

implications, and the cost of mass-producing onboard partial-oxidation fuel processing 

systems or onboard methanol steam reformers, compared to the cost of providing a geo- 

graphically distributed hydrogen-fueling infrastructure. But even if gasoline or methanol 

become the initial fuel of choice for hybrid electric or fuel cell vehicles, society will eventu- 

ally have to make the transition to hydrogen, since the world must eventually develop 

sustainable energy systems n-hich don’t use carbon-based fuels.’ 

The primary challenge for the NHA and its members, then, is to develop a cosc- 

effective, geographically dispersed, hydrogen-fueling infrastructure. This infrastructure will 

undoubtedly be based on fossil fuels initially, but the hydrogen must eventually be supplied 

by renewable resources as they become cost-competitive in the decades ahead. Developing a 
credible plan for such an infrastructure would provide the automobile industry the confi- 

dence icneeds to move more quickly to hydrogen-fueled passenger vehicles. 

‘Daimler-Benz had to use compressed hydrogen in its first two prototype fuel cell vans, since develop- 
ment of an onboard chemical processor to produce hydrogen from methanol is a major technological 
challenge. Packaging cornpressed hydrogen tanks into a passenger van proved significantly less 
challenging than installing an onboard chemical factory. 

‘Methanol, although derived exclusively from nonrenewable natural gas ar this time, could be pro- 
duced by gasification of biomass or municipal solid waste. Hydrogen can also be produced from 
biomass and MSW with higher efficiency and lower cost. And, unlike hydrogen, methanol cannot be 
made directly from solar ener,q\-. nind. or hydroelectric power. Therefore, a methanol-based energy 
system would significantly limit our options as the world moves toward energy sustainability. 
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To summarize, the key barriers to market penetration in the transportation sector 

may be: 

I The hydrogen infrastructure/hydrogen vehicle “chicken and egg” problem (gas 

producers will be reluctant to install hydrogen-dispensing stations until hydro- 

gen vehicles are on the road, and the automobile industry will be hesitant to 

build vehicles until there are many refueling stations); 

Safety or perceptions of hydrogen risk; 

Perceived difficulty of onboard hydrogen storage; 

High initial cost; 

Large investment requirements; 
Uncertain return on investment; 

Difficulty obtaining insurance; and 

Lack of codes and standards or accepted common practices. 

The  market barriers for grid-connected stationary power production appear to be 

less than for those for transportation applications. For example, the first three transportation 

barriers listed above will be reduced or eliminated for a stationary hydrogen power plant. 

Safev concerns will be lessened since the power plant will be at a fixed site and initially will 
be installed and operated either by a utility or by a commercial customer with skilled 

maintenance workers. This is a much lesser risk compared to installing and operating a 

hydrogen storage system onboard a private automobile. 

There will be no “chicken and egg” dilemma with respect to hardware production 

since each stationary system is produced and sold by a single company.s There is no need for 

cooperation between two different industries to make joint investments in manufacturing 

equipment, although marketing these systems in some locations brings the natural gas 

industry into conflict with the electric utility industry. And there is nothing equivalent to 

the onboard storage barrier in the stationary market; natural gas is consumed as needed to 

produce hydrogen. 

’Assume [hac the electric and gas utilities are handled by the same company. If nor, then cooperation 
is still required between the electric utility and the gas utility, but this cooperacion is trivial compared 
to the coordination required between hydrogen suppliers and aucomobile manufacturers. 
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Furthermore, the cost barrier for fuel cell systems may be less difficult - by as 

much as a factor of IO - for stationary utility systems than for mobile fuel cell systems (e.g., 

$500/kW versus $50/kW). This is the case even though stationary fuel cells must operate 

uninterrupted around-the-clock for at least five, if not ten, years (45,000- to 90,000-hour 

life), compared to an automotive fuel cell that might only need to operate one or two hours 

per day for ten years (3,000- to 5,000-hour life). Also, the automotive fuel cell is rated by 
peak power that is rarely used, while the stationary fuel cell normally operates near its rated 

capacity most of the time. 

Thus, a vehicle fuel cell costing $50 per peak kilowatt might have an effective cost 

of $350 per average kilowact produced. O n  the other hand, stationary fuel cells operate in a 

much more controlled environment than mobile fuel cells, with steady-state operation and 

little shock and vibration, reducing cost drivers. In short, the stationary fuel cell system is 

significantly different from chs mobile fuel cell system. 

But introducing stationary fuel cells may not contribute significantly co societal 

objectives of reduced oil imporcs, reduced urban air pollution, and reduced greenhouse gas 
emissions. Displacing coal, riacural $is turbine, or nuclear-powered electricity with natural 

gas-powered fuel cell electricin- will do nothing to cut oil imports. Stationary fuel cell 

systems will only reduce urbm air pollution in those areas where they displace electrical 

generators that are located u-ichin the urban airshed. Otherwise, the existing fossil fuel plant 

VOC and NO, emissions from plants outside the urban areas do not contribute to photo- 

chemicaf ozone formation in  rhe local atmosphere. Stationary natural gas-powered fuel ceIls 

will reduce greenhouse emissions by displacing fossil fuel-based electricity, but natural gas- 

powered gas turbines provide almost the same ad~antage .~  We conclude that the transporta- 
tion market, although more difficult to penetrate, should remain the primary initial target of 

the hydrogen commercialization plan. 

‘In facc, greenhouse gas emissions could increase if stationary fuel cells displaced advanced gas 
curbines, since the combined efficiency of [he natural gas reformer needed to produce hydrogen (70 
percent) and fuel cell (55 percenr’ could be lower (e.g., 38 percent) than rhe efficiency ofa  natural gas 
turbine (e.g., 43 percent). 
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Remote power applications may have some unique barriers. Since the primary 

market may be outside the industrialized countries, financing may be a roadblock in many 

developing countries. Maintenance of the relatively complex electrolyzer/hydrogen storage/ 

fuel cell/inverter system may be difficult in remote locations compared to the alternative: 

storage batteries. Many manufacturers of remote renewable power systems may be unaware 

of or uncomfortable with a hydrogen storage system technology compared to the conven- 

tional battery energy storage, or they may be unaware of the economic advantages of energy 

storage for their customers. 

O n  balance, however, the barriers to the stationary fuel cell market appear to be less 

daunting than the challenges faced by the hydrogen transportation market. But the societal 

rewards for penetrating the transportation market are also substantialljr greater. Penetration 

of the utility market with stationary fuel cells will benefit only one of the three major societal 

goals: replacing coal-generated electricity with natural gaslhydrogen/fuel cell-generated 

electricity will reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 
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The Plan's Approach to Overcoming Market Barriers 

FI successful hydrogen development program must address and eventually 

overcome each of these barriers, tvhile exploiting the incentives to use hydrogen. The  NHA 
hydrogen commercialization plan seeks to address each of the market entry barriers, as 

discussed in the following sections. We begin with the transportation market, since the 

barriers appear to be higher. 

Overcoming Transportation Market Barriers 

Overcoming the Chicken and Egg Dilemma. The plan emphasizes four elements 

that will assist both hydrogen gas suppliers and hydrogen vehicle manufacturers to overcome 

their reluctance to enter the marksr. W e  can ease the chicken-and-egg dilemma with a 
combination of: 

1. using existing excess by-product hydrogen or excess merchant hydrogen capac- 

ity, either liquid or gaseous"; 

I developing small-scale hydrogen generators, using either electrolysis or fossile 

fuel processors"; 

-1 starting hydrogen vehicle sales with centrally refueled fleet applications, includ- 

ing buses and both government and private passenger vehicle fleers; and 

I establishing hydrogen corridors to connect islands of hydrogen fueling stations 

constructed earlier for the hydrogen-fueled vehicle fleets. 

I '  Hydrogen used in rhe chemical indusrry may not be directly suitable for transportation applications. 
In particular, the hydrogen stream ma!- contain impurities and water vapor rhar would have to be 
removed at added expense before being compressed and stored for transportation purposes. 

"The primary srarionary fuel processor is expected to utilize steam-methane reforming. However, 
other stationary hydrogen generators might use parrial oxidation (no cacalysts or steam) or autothermal 
reforming (downstream catalysts plus stcam) of heavier hydrocarbons including methanol, ethanol, 
gasoline, naptha, or heavy oils. In addition. rhe DOES Office OfTransportation Technology is 
actively supporting onboard liquid hydrocarbon processors to provide the hydrogen for fuel cell 
vehicles. The NHA commercialization pian does nor endorse these onboard fuel processing programs 
since they would not directly promore our  end goal of a sustainable hydrogen energy industry, nor do 
they maximize socieral objectives of reduced air pollution, greenhouse gas emissions, or reduced oil 
imports. 
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In the very early days of hydrogen vehicle market penetration, there will be too little 

demand to justify building new conventional hydrogen production capacity. Gas suppliers 

generally build very large steam methane reformers to reduce the cost of hydrogen. For 

example, a typical 30 metric tonne per day plant would provide enough hydrogen for a fleet 

of about 40,000 hybrid-ICE or 60,000 fuel cell passenger vehicles. It may take many years 

before there are 40,000 to 60,000 hydrogen-fueled vehicles within range of a given gaseous 

hydrogen plant. 

One solution is to find centrally fueled vehicle fleets that are located near existing 

hydrogen plants or chemical plants with excess hydrogen capacity. The hydrogen gas 
merchants might install refueling stations on their property to sell excess hydrogen and 

improve their capital recovery and profitability. In some cases, industrial hydrogen gas users 

thac are already served by hydrogen pipelines might be induced to fuel their company 

vehicles with this readily available on-site hydrogen. 

Another option would be to utilize liquid hydrogen, installing liquid hydrogen 

storage tanks and vaporizers at the fleet operator’s refueling facility. Liquefaction of hydro- 

gen adds more to the cost, but opens up larger geographic areas. This is because liquid 

hydrogen can be transported economically by cryogenic tanker truck up to a thousand miles 
away, while gaseous hydrogen pipelines are generally limited to a few tens of miles and, even 

then, only for very large consumers. 

The hydrogen infrastructure problem also could be alleviated by developing small- 

scale hydrogen generators, either small-scale electrolyzers or small-scale fuel processors, such 

as steam methane reformers. These hydrogen generators might supplj 7 j ust one or two 

vehicles - such as a home electrolyzer - or they might supply hydrogen on-site for a 50- or 

IOO-car fleet. Or a local steam methane reformer might supply several fleets within a given 

area, 

The small-scale hydrogen appliance option essentially takes advantage of two very 

robust energy infrastructures: the natural gas pipeline system and the electrical power grid. 

The hydrogen would be produced where it is needed, instead of at a central facility, with no 

need for building any new fuel transportation infrastructure. While the hydrogen would 

iniciaily cost more due to the poor economies of scale, at least one analysis has shown that 

small-scale hydrogen generators could be cost-effective, particularly if produced in large 

quanti ties. 
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If successful, these small-scale hydrogen generators could grow in parallel with the 

hydrogen vehicle market. The gas industry could plan its investments to match the growth 

of the hydrogen vehicle industry, and the automobile manufacturers could ramp up their 

production, confident that a hydrogen supply would be available when and where needed, 

thereby significantly reducing the risks for both industries. 

Early hydrogen-fueled vehicles will necessarily be confined to local areas due to lack 

of fueling facilities. Hydrogen-fueled vehicles would be sold to fleets and would also be used 

by commuters within urban areas plagued by air pollution. Since many families in the 

developed nations have two or more vehicles, they can designate one clean hydrogen car for 

in-city use and one for the relatively rare long-distance trips. Once islands of hydrogen 

fueling stations are in place, the next step would be to install hydrogen-fueling stations along 

major highways. These hydrogen-corridor stations would then open up the long-distance 

market for hydrogen-fueled vehicles. 

The appropriate combination of hydrogen infrastructure options will depend 

strongly on the type of hydrogen onboard storage. If the vehicles store gaseous hydrogen, all 
four infrastructure options are available. If the vehicles store liquid hydrogen, then the 

small-scale hydrogen generator option is eliminated, and the early hydrogen vehicles would 
have to be supplied by excess capaci? from existing liquid hydrogen plants. Economics will 

ultimately decide between gaseous or liquid onboard hydrogen storage, assuming that the 
public perceives either option to be equally safe. 

Proponents of onboard liquid hydrogen contend that liquid hydrogen has fewer 

risks, but at least one merchant gas supplier considers liquid hydrogen handling to be more 

complex, with a higher safery risk. At the present time, however, no U.S. automobile 

manufacturer is actively developing onboard liquid hydrogen storage systems. General 
Motors is pursuing methanol, Ford is assessing both gaseous and liquid hydrogen onboard 
storage, and Chrysler initially evaluated gaseous hydrogen but is now considering liquid 

hydrocarbon fuels with an onboard fuel processor to make hydrogen. BMW is the only 

major automobile manufacturer actively developing and testing liquid hydrogen passenger 
vehicles. 
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Recommedd Action Items 

I. Onboard Liquid Hydrogen vs. Gaseous Hydrogen Evaluntioii 

A thorough systems analysis is required to objectively compare the projected 

costs, performance, and safety aspects of onboard gaseous versus onboard liquid 

hydrogen storage for hydrogen-ICE hybrid electric and fuel cell passenger vehicles, 

including the complete fuel infrastructure and vehicle implications. 

2. Hydrogen Infrastructure Demonstration Projecl 

NHA members should consider a hydrogen infrastructure development and 

demonstration project (presumably including government cost-sharing) that would 

analyze and compare three options for providing cost-competitive gaseous hydrogen 

for early hydrogen vehicles:'2 a liquid hydrogen storage and vaporizer dispensing 

system using trucked-in liquid hydrogen from existing merchant hydrogen plants; a 

small-scale electrolyzer and compressor dispensing system; and a small-scale steam 

methane reformer (or other appropriate fossil fuel processor), gas cleanup, conipres- 

sor, gaseous storage and dispenser system. 

3.  ldentllj Prime Hydrogen Vehicle Demonstration Sites 

The National Hydrogen Association, as a service to its members and to 
other companies or organizations that may wish to participate in hydrogen vehicle 

demonstration projects, should assemble a list of appropriate 1i:Tdrogen vehicle 

demonstration sites or regions, taking into account for each site the clean air 

incentives, any local or state clean air mandates, the local price of off-peak electric- 

ity, the local price of natural gas, the local price and availability of excess merchant 

hydrogen, the local renewable energy resources, the proximity of any centrally fueled 

vehicle fleets to those sources of excess merchant hydrogen, and, if possible, an 

assessment of the local fire marshall or regulatory agency regarding hydrogen 

veh icles . 

' W e  assume here chat initial hydrogen-fueled vehicles in the U.S. will use gaseous hydrogen, since no 
U.S. company nor the DOE is actively developing liquid hydrogen storage systems at this time, 
alrhough at  least one company is assessing the use of liquid hydrogen. See the secrion below regarding 
onboard storage for recommendations on liquid onboard storage. 
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Overcoming the Safety, Codes, and Standards Barrier. Dealing with safety is in one 

sense more difficult than handling technical hurdles such as cost or infrastructure, since we 

must deal with both the reality and the perception of safety. A hydrogen system may be 

engineered to be far less risky than esisting gasoline-powered vehicles, but, if the public (or 

the insurance industry) perceives a hydrogen vehicle to be unsafe, then the hydrogen energy 

industry will remain a dream. So we must deal with both the reality and the perception of 

safety. 

Safety must be paramount in all hydrogen activities. The infant hydrogen energy 

industry cannot afford even one accident. Every project should be thoroughly scrutinized, 

preferably with a hazards rex-iew by recognized hydrogen safety experts, before construction 

begins. Technical safety issues - such as the development of fuel cell compatible odorants 

for hydrogen versus the use of hydrogen sensors and active ventilation, especially for residen- 
tial garages - must be resolved. 

Assuming that the hydrogen industry solves these technical issues, the question of 
public perceptions will remain. Education is the best antidote, and both DOE and the 
NHA have been active in promoting public education, most recently by supporting the 

Hydrogen 2000 documentary film project. These activities must continue to pave the way 

for the hydrogen energy industry. 

The National Hydrogen Association has also taken the lead in establishing three - 
separate groups to pursue dsveloping codes and standards for gaseous hydrogen. (The 

International Standards Organization is currently developing codes and standards for liquid 

hydrogen vehicles.) These groups are modeled after the natural gas vehicle industry, cover- 
ing onboard high pressure gas storage. the refueling connectors, and the refueling station 

itself. 

Recommended Action Items 

1. Hjidrogen Review 

The National Hydrogen Association should recommend that all hydrogen 

energy projects be reviewed by an expert panel of hydrogen safety experts. While 

NHA does not have the resources to implement a formal Hydrogen Safety Review 

Board, the NHA should recommend appropriate hydrogen safety experts to poten- 

tial hydrogen e n e r p  project managers. The U.S. Department of Energy should 

urge all DOE-funded demonstration projects to submit plans to a Safety Review 

Board for comment, recommended changes, and approval. 
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2. Hydrogen Odorant Project 

The National Hydrogen Association Codes and Standards activity should 

determine whether it is feasible to develop U.S. Department of Transportation 

(DOT) standards for onboard storage of hydrogen that ~ C C ~ F T S  electronic hydrogen 

sensors in place of the customary gaseous fuel ordorant, mercaptan. If the NHA 
concludes that odorants will be required by DOT,  then the U.S. Department of 

Energy should fund a research project to develop fuel cell-compatible odorants for 

hydrogen, or means of removing conventional mercaptan ordorants on the way into 

the fuel cell. 

3. Home Garage Safity Analysis 

Industry should analyze and recommend the appropriate safety measures for 

hydrogen vehicles parked in home garages. The project should demonstrate the safe 

operation of hydrogen leak detectors, ventilation systems, and orher remedies. 

4. Codes and Standard Development 

The U.S. Department of Energy should continue funding the NHA Codes 

and Standards development project (in addition to the o d o r a t  standard issue listed 

above). 

5. Public Education 

Both the National Hydrogen Association and the L-.S. Department of 
Energy should continue their public education activities, sin;? public acceptance of 

hydrogen as an energy carrier is essential for the hydrogen enfrgy industry. 
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Overcoming the Onboard Storage Barrier. The onboard storage barrier is one of 

perception more than reality. There are two technically and economically feasible onboard 

hydrogen storage options for the private passenger vehicle: liquid hydrogen and compressed 

gaseous hydrogen storage. Both are acceptable, and both can be designed into full-perfor- 

mance passenger vehicles. Other hydrogen storage options suggested over the years are either 

too immature, too heavy, or too costly, but the transportation industry only needs one viable 

hydrogen storage and fuel supply option. Other hydrogen storage options including metal 

hydride or carbon adsorption systems are available for larger vehicles such as trucks or buses, 

or in other niche applications that do not have the weight limitations or range requirements 

of conventional passenger vehicles. 

The  only significant disadvantage of high-pressure, compressed-hydrogen storage is 

large volume. The  5,000 psi hydrogen tank currently proposed may occupy three to four 

times the volume of the gasoline tank it replaces for the same range. But if the total power 

train system (fuel cell or hybrid internal combustion engine plus electric motor, gear box, 

and hydrogen storage) can fit into approximately the same space as the conventional power 

train (internal combustion engine, transmission, exhaust system, and gasoline tank), then a 
vehicle can be designed to meet the expectations of the driving public. The key is a ground- 

up vehicle design. The  vehicle should be designed to accommodate the hydrogen-fueled 
power train, not the other way around. 

A liquid hydrogen storage system occupies less space than one for gaseous hydrogen, - 
but requires inherently more expensive hydrogen due to the cost of liquefaction. Liquid 

hydrogen also may suffer from boil-off - a vehicle parked for a week could lose substantial 

fuel - but proponents of this approach claim to have reduced boil-off to acceptable levels. 

Recommended Action Item 

1. Compressed Hydrogen Tank Qiialzjkation Tests 

High pressure (5,000 psi) hydrogen fiber-wrapped composite tanks must be 

qualified under NGV-2 tests (suitably modified for hydrogen) for use on public 

roads.I3 The  National Hydrogen Association, working with the automobile manu- 

facturers and tank manufacturers, should take the lead in qualifying these tanks for 

onboard vehicle use. 
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2. Compressed Hydrogen Connector Tests 

Similarly, high-pressure connectors for storage tanks must be qualified 

under (modified) NGV-1 certification tests. Again, the NHA, working with 

automobile manufacturers and connector manufacturers, should take the lead in 

qualifying these connectors for public motor vehicle use. 

3. Onboard Liquid Hydrogen Storage 

If the liquid versus gaseous hydrogen systems analysis (see hydrogen 

infrastructure action items above) shows that onboard liquid hydrogen could be 

competitive with a gaseous hydrogen transportation system. 17ud if an automobile 

company indicates that liquid hydrogen onboard storage is a serious option, then 

NHA members should work with the automobile companiss to develop an appro- 

priate liquid hydrogen-dispensing demonstration system. 

Overcoming Cost Barriers. iMuch progress has been made in reducing the cost of 
key hydrogen energy system components, such as fuel cells and storage tanks, through 

ongoing research and development projects. Several studies under the DOE Hybrid and 

Fuel Cells for Transportation Programs with the automobile manuf~~tui-ers have shown that 

complete fuel cell systems for vehicles could be nearly cost-competiti\-s with conventional 
vehicles in large-volume mass production. Other studies have shoivn that hydrogen used in 

fuel cell vehicles and possibly in hydrogen-ICE hybrid vehicles could be competitive with 

gasoline per mile driven under appropriate circumstances. But much work remains to firm 

up these paper calculations, both for hydrogen vehicles and for the hydrogen infrastructure. 

Building the small-scale hydrogen generators recommended above under the 

infrastructure program would help to refine cost estimates for producing hydrogen in small 

quantities specifically for the transportation market. 

"Fiber-wrapped composite ranks with a safety factor of 2.25 have been approved for use with natural 
gas vehicles ar 3,600 psi by the U.S. Department of Transporration. Certification at 5,000 psi should 
be rourine, but these stronger ranks would probably have to pass the narural gas vehicle testing 
procedures (NGV-2) before DOT would consider certification. 
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One essential element of this commercialization plan is to establish reliable estimates 

for hydrogen energy system component costs in large-volume mass production. Today’s 

costs are almost irrelevant. For example, current low volume, virtually hand-manufactured 

fuel cells may cost $3,00O/kW or more. Yet several studies have predicted mass production 

costs of less than $50/kW for fuel cell systems, given their relative simplicity and low-cost 

materials (now that platinum loadings have been reduced to acceptable levels). We need to 

substantiate these estimates and extend the analysis to other hydrogen components, includ- 

ing onboard storage tanks, peak power augmentation devices, erc. Fortunately, the other 

major fuel cell vehicle and hydrogen-ICE hybrid vehicle components - such as electric 

motors, controllers, and peak power augmentation devices - are being developed under 

other DOE and industry programs for battery-powered electric vehicles. The fuel cell 

vehicle program must keep abreast of the latest developments in electric vehicle components. 

Similarly, the mass production costs for the small-scale hydrogen appliances must be 

developed. Some estimates have been made for small-scale electrolyzers and small-scale 
steam methane reformers, but this work needs to be scrutinized by industry and extended to 

other infrastructure components including low-volume, high-pressure hydrogen compres- 
sors, gas cleanup devices, stationary storage tanks, and dispensing and safety equipment. 

Recommended Action Items 

I. Continued Mobile Fuel Cell and Otber R&D - 
Research and development of key hydrogen transportation components 

should continue, with special emphasis on reducing manufacturing costs in large 

production volumes, including complete fuel cell systems, hydrogen-ICE hybrid 

systems, onboard hydrogen storage systems, stationary small-scale electrolyzers and 

steam-methane reformers, stationary hydrogen compressors, and hydrogen dispens- 

ing and safety equipment. 
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2. Large Manufacturing Cost Estimation 

Industry should take the lead in determining the costs of hydrogen vehicle 

components in large volume mass production, including hydrogen-ICE hybrid 

vehicle systems, fuel cell systems, onboard hydrogen storags. onboard peak power 

augmentation, stationary small-scale steam-methane reformers and electrolyzers, 

stationary compressors, stationary hydrogen storage systems. and dispensing and 

safety equipment. Since the current hydrogen merchant gas suppliers have no 

experience in mass production, however, NHA will have to rely on analyses from 

other related industries. 

Overcoming the Return on Investment Barrier. The U.S. Department of Energy is 

currently funding a systems analysis project to begin making long-term estimates of industry 

return on investment (ROI) under various scenarios of hydrogen \chicle market penetration. 

Separate ROI estimates are being made for the gas industry and for the automobile industry. 

Ultimately, each company must meet its own economic criteria alons with many other 

factors before deciding to enter the marketplace. But the transportation market requires two 

disparate industries - vehicles and fuel suppliers - to effectively mike joint business plans 

for an entirely new technology. 

Furthermore, the two industries have to be concerned with their bottom lines rather 

than the environment or oil imports, so che government needs to ssp3rately evaluate the 

societal impact of these hydrogen transportation market penetration scenarios. Hence the 

need for a coordinated systems analysis encompassing all three entities: vehicles, fuel supply, 

and society. Hopefdly, the projections of ROI from these government-funded studies will 

be sufficiently credible and sufficiently profitable to entice the appropriate companies to 

make their own business plans and to then decide to participate in chc hydrogen energy 

de\relopment program. 

Recomrndd  Action I tem 

Systems Analysis of Market Penetration Scenarios 

Industry should conduct systems analyses of various hydrogen transporta- 

tion market-penetration scenarios, including comparison n-ith other alternative 

heled vehicles designed to meet the same societal objecti\,es. The NHA should 

assist in coordinating industrial peer review of these analyses. 
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Overcoming the Insurance Barrier. Lack of insurance has curtailed some recent 

hydrogen project activities and forced others to rely on self-insurance by large corporations 

participating in the project. Insurance may become even more difficult to obtain as the 

public is exposed to hydrogen. One  key approach may be to interest one or more insurance 

companies to become involved with the hydrogen energy business as a hedge against global 

climate change. The insurance industry has been among the first to recognize the conse- 

quences of climate change, since their liabilities rise with each new, weather-related disaster. 

Some may be very interested in working with the hydrogen energy industry to pave the way 

for the Hydrogen Energy Economy. 

Recommended Action Items 

1. Seek Insurance Cornpan_ll Partners 

The National Hydrogen Association should actively seek out one or more insurance 

companies and encourage them to become active in developing the hydrogen energy insur- 

ance business. 

2. Hydrogen Risk Assessnieiit 

The National Hydrogen Association, working in conjunction with the insurance 

industry, should consider the application of the science of risk assessment to hydrogen 

energy systems. 
- 

Overcoming Fixed Power Plant Market Barriers 

As discussed previously, the fixed power plant market has fewer barriers than the 

transportation market, but also fewer rewards in terms of meeting environmental and oil 

import objectives. The  primary barriers are cost, low or uncertain return on investment, 

and, in the case of remote village power, financing for overseas projects. Many of the market 

entry barriers have already been addressed, since one manufacturer has placed more than 65 
of its 200-kW fuel cell systems in operation around the world. Although this phosphoric 

acid fuel cell system may provide limited technological spin-off benefits for the automotive 

PEM fuel cells currently under development, many - if not all - of the codes, standards, 

and siting issues have been favorably resolved. 
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Overcoming Fixed Power Plant Cost and ROI Barriers. As with mobile fuel cell 

systems, government research is justified to reduce the cost of narural gas-powered fuel cell 

systems for utility applications, including both hardware development and systems analysis. 

Stationary fuel cells must be more durable than mobile fuel cells, although they experience 

far less vibration, shock, or temperature swings than their mobile counterparts. The station- 

ary PEM fuel cell system also requires an inexpensive gas cleanup system that is not required 

in the existing commercial phosphoric acid stationary fuel cell sysrem. Both the natural gas 

reformer and the gas cleanup system developed for this application will have direct benefits 

for small-scale hydrogen generators for the transportation marker. 

The  stationary fuel cell system will be most economical if the customer can utilize 

the waste heat from the unit. Since these systems are small, silenr, and nonpolluting, they 

can be located on the customer's site, offering the possibility of cogeneration (both heat and 

electricity can be supplied to the customer). Additional systems analysis may be justified to 

quanti+ the advantages of cogeneration in the distributed utility market. These analyses also 

would provide potential suppliers of stationary fuel cell systems lvith greater confidence in 

projecting adequate return on investments. 

Recommended Action Item 

1. Stationa y Fuel Cell R&D 

Research and development of stationary fuel cell systems should continue, 

with emphasis on appropriate steam-methane reformers and gas cleanup systems to 

drive fuel cell systems. 

2. Stationary Fuel Cell Systems Analysis 

The National Hydrogen Association should collect and disseminate relevant 

information regarding the conditions under which natural gas-powered PEM fuel 

cells could be advantageous for various classes of utility customers. 
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Overcoming Market Barriers to Remote Power Hydrogen Storage Systems. This 
hydrogen commercialization plan assumes that renewable energy system markets will grow 

substantially in the years ahead, primarily in the developing world or other remote areas 

away from an electrical power grid. As intermittent renewable energy systems grow, so will 

the demand for inexpensive energy storage. This plan calls for the parallel development of 

inexpensive hydrogen electrolyzers, stationary hydrogen storage systems, and fuel cells to 

regenerate electricity when needed. Three elements are recommended to overcome barriers 

to using hydrogen for off-grid applications: hardware development, systems analysis, and 

dissemination of hydrogen storage benefits to renewable energy system suppliers and others. 

Since the largest market for remote hydrogen storage may be in developing coun- 

tries, financing and maintenance may be difficult. Early demonstration projects should, 

therefore, be sited on more friendly territory, with greater access to capital and also better 

maintenance capability. Alaska has already been identified as a likely Location, having many 

remote villages supplied by very costly diesel power. Other possible areas include resort 

islands, such as those in the Caribbean that can afford to pay for reliable power and value 
low-pollution alternatives. The growing ecotourism market may be a good avenue for 

transition village power systems. 

Recommended Action I t em 
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1. Hydrogen Storage Systems Analysis 

Industry should initiate a systems analysis of hydrogen storage systems for 
remote village intermittent renewable power, identifying the conditions necessary 

for hydrogen storage to be cost-competitive with battery storage of electricity. 

2. Hydrogen Storage System R&D 

Industry should develop a remote hydrogen storage system (electrolyzerl 

storagelfuel cell) to be compatible with intermittent renewable energy systems (PV, 
wind, solar thermal, etc.). 



3. Remote VtLLzge Hydrogen Storage Demonstration Project 

NHA should coordinate a remote village hydrogen storage project in 

concert with an intermittent renewable energy project and appropriate international 

funding agencies. The NHA also should develop a catalog of likely sites for early 

renewable hydrogen storage demonstration projects, considering renewable energy 

availability (solar and wind) and local electricity prices (e.g., Alaska, resort islands, 

etc.). 
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Summary of the Hydrogen Commercialization Plan 

T he National Hydrogen Association hydrogen commercialization plan is based 

on the premise that hydrogen will eventually become the storage mechanism for intermittent 

renewable energy in a sustainable energy future. Hydrogen also will become the dominant 

energy carrier for transportation, even if it is initially produced from natural gas or other 

fossil fuels. 

In  the transition period, before fossil fuels become too expensive due to some 

combination of environmental damage or scarcity, hydrogen will be used only as an energy 

carrier when and where it is cost-effective. Government mandates or incentives can ease the 

transition to clean fuels like hydrogen for the short-term, but hydrogen must ultimately 

succeed in the marketplace on its own without any government involvement. The NHA 
hydrogen commercialization plan is a market-oriented approach, based on three market 

entry points: 

Hydrogen-powered vehicles, 
Natural gas-powered stationary distributed power generation, and 

Remote village renewable hydrogen storage. 
1 
1 

The hydrogen-powered fuel cell vehicle, or possibly the hydrogen-ICE hybrid 

vehicle, are the only hydrogen markets that are projected to be cosr-competitive or nearly 

cost-competitive with the existing fossil fuel alternative (gasoline-powered vehicles) while 

simultaneously offering major reductions in urban air pollution, oil imports, and greenhouse 

gas emissions. This economic advantage is due to the 2.0 to 2.7 times greater energy 

effi~iency'~ of the fuel cell vehicle compared to the internal combustion engine, which more 

than overcomes the 30 percent energy loss when converting natural gas to hydrogen, and the 

1.5 to 1.8 times greater efficiency for a hydrogen-ICE hybrid electric vehicle. No other 

near- or mid-term hydrogen application provides these advantages without assuming major 

increases in the cost of fossil fuels. 

I4On a lower heating value basis. 
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The natural gas-powered stationary fuel cell system also is projected to be cost- 

competitive with the alternative, especially for cogeneration applications where the customer 

utilizes the waste heat from the fuel cell. This fuel cell electrical generator does not have the 

same societal advantages as the fuel cell vehicle, since it does not reduce oil consumption. It 
does not reduce local air pollution or greenhouse gas emissions as much. But the stationary 

fuel cell has the advantage of helping to develop fuel cell technology, which may assist fuel 

cell vehicie technology. The natural gas-powered stationary fuel cell will help to reduce the 

manufacturing cost of steam-methane reformers and gas cleanup systems, both of which will 

be needed to supply hydrogen for the hydrogen vehicle market. This stationary application 

is, therefore, primarily a stepping stone to assist in the development of the primary market: 

the hydrogen-fueled vehicle. 

The natural gas reformers that supply hydrogen to stationan. fuel cells are sized to 

meet peak electrical demand. That means there is excess hydrogen production capacity at all 

other times. Integrating a stationary fuel cell with a hydrogen vehicle refueling station can 

be done with minimal added capital cost. 

The remote village hydrogen storage system comes much closer to the hydrogen 

energy industry vision of all energy supplied by renewable energy. However, renewable 

energy is usually too expensive to compete head-on with fossil fuel generated power in the 
developed world. Although wind power is cost-effective in some areas, the electrical grid 

sewes as the effective storage medium; hydrogen cannot compete with grid storage. In 

remote off-grid locations, however, batteries are currently the primary storage medium, with 

noisy and dirty diesel engines as backup. The delivered cost of diesel fuel is very high in 

some remote locations. The plan, therefore, calls for the development of hydrogen storage 

systems to compete with battery storage, starting in high-priced, off-grid markets, such as in 

Alaska or on resort islands. This market will become the true link to a renewable hydrogen 

future. 

The hydrogen commercialization plan includes both long-term goals and short-term 

action items that will start us down the road toward the hydrogen energy industry. The 

most important short-term activity is the development and demonstration of a viable, cost- 

effective hydrogen fueling infrastructure. The automobile industy will not start mass- 

producing hydrogen vehicles until it is convinced that the hydrogen will be there when its 

customers drive up to the pump. We  believe that some combination of the four elements of 
this hydrogen infrastructure development plan (hauled-in liquid hydrogen, small-scale 

steam-methane reformers and small-scale electrolyzers, fleet applications, and hydrogen 

corridors) will provide the necessary hydrogen infrastructure for hydrogen-fueled vehicles. 

T h e  other two key action items are safety and business planning issues. 
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We have not had the resources to cost out this plan. It should be considered a 

skeleton, outlining the direction, with details to be filled in as a result of both NHA activi- 

ties as well as through ongoing and newly proposed activities by the U.S. Department of 
Energy and its counterparts around the world. 
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Proposer: The National Hydrogen Association through AMI the U.S. representative 
orpnization to IS0 

Titfe: Hydrogen and Hydrogen Blend Vehicular Fuel Syste,m 

Scope: The scandardizxion of design and installation of compressed hydrosen and hydrogen 
blend engine fuel systems on vehicles of aLI cypes, including aftermarket and OEMs and the 
service station from the point of on-site supply to the connection ifl: the receiver. 

Purpose and Justification: 

The purpose of the standard is to standardize the design and installation of compressed hydrogen 
and hydrogen blend fuel systems 011 vehicies, including the dispensing service station, the 
connector to vehicle and vehicle fuel system- 

Hydrogen fueled vehicles are being refueled and driven on public roadways across narional 
boundanes. The Iack of a consensus standard has caused and will continue to cause difficulties 
for vehicle developers, vehicie/ff ee: operators, refueiing station developersloperaton, and 
authorities having jurisdiction for hydrogen vehicle safety. It is expected that the proposed 
standard will reduce this problem. 

The only factor that could hinder the generai application of this standard is the lack of a standard 
for on-board containers that store compressed hydrogen at 5,000 psi. 

The prepration of the standard is feasible and +Limely given the energence of h y d r o p  protorype 
vehcles in Europe, the VSA, and lapan. In addition connectors for trasfexring 5000 gsi 
hydrogen gas are entering the commercial market. These acrivities lead to a desire to standardize 
the pressures, design and operation of the dispensing station, the refueling interface becween the 
dispensing statioo and the vehicle. and the vehicle fuel system. This standard can be issued as a 
separate standard or if desired combined with other standards on vehicular fuel systems. It may 
also be broken up into three standards (vehicie fuei container will be dealt wich in another 
submittal): 

Dispensing station 
Connector 
Vehicle fuel system. 

Suggested time to complete the work item is 4 years. 

The benefits to be gained h s u n o c e  thas the on-board fuel system can be compatible with the 
connector and dispensing system. This ailows the vehicle fuel system to be refilled any where in 
a reliable and sa.fe manner. This will become increasingiy important as the corridor concept 
develops in Europe. the USA and Japan. 

It is Iikely that chis standard will have to harmonized with each nation’s vehicle fuel system, 



connector, and service station srandarcis- 

Relevant documents: 

AvailabIe national documents 
USA BTPA30A 

W A  50A 
i W A  SOB 
hTPA 70 (NEC) 

Other countries’ relevant documents To Be Determined (TBD) 

Cooperation and liaison: 

Appropriate EO organizations TBD. 

Preparatory Work: 

An outfine is attached 
The MIA is willing to undertake the preparatory work. 

. .  . .  
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Proposer: The Nationd Hydrogen Association through ANSI, the US .  representative 
orsanization to IS0 

Title: Basic Requirements for Gaseous Hydrogen Vehicles (GVH) Fuel Containers 

Scope: The proposed standard specifices material. design, manufacrure and tzsting of refdable 
type G W 2  containers (1,000 Iites or less) intended only for the storage of compressed hydrogen 
for vehicle operation. 

Purpose and Justification: The purpose of the proposed standard is to provide a standard for 
designers and manufacnuers of on-board hydrogen fuel tanks made of various materials used to 
contain the fuel for vehicle operaring on gaseous hydrogen. 

Concern has been expressed about h e  safecy in having high pressure gaseous storage tanks on- 
board vehicles. Recent fatzures by two CXG tanks on vehicles in the United States has made 
concern about tank failure more acute. 

The main interest that might benefit from proposed standards are: tank manufacturers. vehicle 
manufacturers, service/re?air teckicians and hydrogen vehicie operators. 

Tne vekcle indusny has a gobd  market. Vehicles and parts are rountinely produced in one 
country and installed in vehcfes, sold or oFerated in another. Standardization of on-Soard 
hydrogen storage tanks wilI dlow containers and vehicles with containers to be shipped. sold 
and, in the case of vehicles, operated safely and reLiably world-wide. 

The preparation of the proposed nmdard is feasible and timely, since gaseous hydrogen fueled 
vehicles are begkning to be produced and deaonstrated. There is a need to q u d Q  containers 
for on-board hydrogen storage in a manner that allows for a range of fighter wei$t and 
nonmeralic materials as well as s e d  hydrogen containers. If necessary, a separate smdard c o d d  
be issued for each m e  of container. 

Suggested time to complete the work item is 4 years. 

The benefits to gained from this standard are minimum performance standards for any m e  of 
container covered by the standards ;~t uniform pressures. The will enable on-board srorqe 
containers to be produced in one country and instaled in another, uniformity for the taring, 
acceptance, servicing and operation of vehicles with gaseous hydrogen containers. 

Relevant documents 

Available National Documents 
- USA ASME Boiiers and Przssure Vessels Section Vm 

NGV?, 
NFPA 70 (YEC) 



Other countries’ relevant documents To Be Determined 

Cooperation and Liaison: 

TBD 

Preparatory Work: 

The NHA is willing to undertake preparatory work 
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Matrix for establishing the purpose of a proposal 
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